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SYNOPSIS
High voltage capacitor charging power supplies (CCPS) are used in various industrial and
pulsed power applications. Designing a reliable and efficient charging power supply for
pulsed power systems is always a complex job because of associated dynamic load such as
electron gun, laser, magnetron etc. During generation and discharge of high intensity pulses
the associated charging power supply of pulsed power system undergoes a surge reversal of
high amplitude in voltage and high frequency (MHz) noise. To protect the CCPS against this
impulse noise, fast protection is needed.
Conventionally series resonant converter based CCPS is used for pulsed power applications.
They are good for static load conditions. But in case of non-linear loading, these CCPS lacks
in providing suitable dynamic protection against surge reversal and high frequency noise
during discharging period. Other resonant converters such as parallel LC and third order
resonant converter have been utilized previously in the development of high voltage CCPS.
These power supplies are also suffering with serious issues like lack of DC blocking and poor
part load efficiency. An investigation is needed to find out the root cause behind the failure of
charging power supply when interfaced with pulsed power system. So, this motivated to
choose research topic on design and development of efficient and reliable resonant converter
based fast (>40kJ/s) CCPS with improved protection for pulsed power applications.
To start with, initial investigations are made to find the means to reduce the high peak
currents through solid state switches, availing of DC blocking and to improve the load
efficiency. Thereafter the research continued towards effective dynamic protection for fast
CCPS against high amplitude and short interval surge reversal. To achieve the desired goal,
an innovative design of the resonant converter is proposed based on a fourth order LCLC
components and is used in the development of fast (>40 kJ/s) and repetitive CCPS. As the
intended CCPS is for pulsed power systems viz. Marx generator, a detailed literature survey
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on the importance of pulsed power and their applications was carried out [1-2]. Pulsed power
system is a combination of energy storage elements (capacitor/inductors) and high power
switches (controlled / uncontrolled) connected in different topologies to get required pulsed
peak and shape at the output [3]. Second order (series/parallel) resonant converters are
popular for constant current, constant voltage and soft switching applications [4-5]. The
technical difficulties arise from simultaneous requirements of power rating, repetition rate,
energy conversion efficiency, lifetime, cost and protection [6]. The objective of using
resonant network in the capacitor charging power supply is to provide load independent
constant current, short circuit protection and soft switching. Second order series LC [7-8],
parallel LC [9-10] and series-parallel [11] resonant converters have already been utilized to
design a charging source for single and repetitive operation for pulsed power applications.
Conventional linear high voltage power supplies are designed to operate at constant or near
constant load conditions. For increased average power, repetitive pulsed power systems are
used where requirement of output voltage, charging rate, size and weight of the power supply
also gets enhanced. Therefore, linear power supplies are not preferred to charge capacitors at
high repetition rate. Alternative way is to use switch mode power supplies (SMPS) based on
DC-DC converters, wherein the operating frequency is in kHz range. Due to high operating
frequency (>20kHz) the size of the energy storage elements gets reduced and output voltage
regulation improves compared to conventional HVDC power supply. The soft switching in
DC-DC converters have been integrated by incorporating auxiliary circuits, before hard
switching. Losses in the inverter stage of power supply got reduced with soft switching (zero
current/zero voltage), which in turn improved the efficiency of the converter. Control features
have been added to improve the load regulation and line regulation.
Some of the challenges involved in the development of a fast CCPS are
1. It should operate from light load to very high load
12

2. It should provide load independent constant current
3. It should provide soft switching
4. It should sustain dynamic noise and other EMI related problems

Figure.1. Block Diagram of Capacitor Charging Power Supply with Load
Typical CCPS topology includes low frequency input rectifier (LFIR), DC filter (DF), high
frequency inverter (HFI), resonant network (RN), high voltage high frequency transformer
(HVHF TR), high frequency output rectifier (HFOR), feedback circuit (FBC), pulsed power
system (PPS), switch (SW), highly dynamic load (HDL) and control network (CN), as
shown in Figure.1. After the mains input, charging stage of CCPS begins which is divided
into two parts viz, low and high frequency stage. In low frequency stage all components are
operated at fundamental frequency (50Hz) and in high frequency stage all components are
operated at switching frequency (>20kHz). Resonant network (RN) is an important stage in
the design of CCPS.

(b)
(a)
Fig.2 Voltage across capacitors (a) with and (b) without refresh mode in CCPS
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Resonant converters are using in CCPS and in DC-DC converters to derive advantages like
load independent constant current and soft switching. In pulsed discharge stage the whole
energy of pulsed power system delivers to the highly dynamic load (HDL). Charging and
discharging stages are the two important stages of CCPS in operation. The voltage profile
across energy storage capacitor connected at the output terminals of CCPS is shown in
Figure.2.
Capacitors used in pulsed power systems as primary energy storage elements, are charged
and isolated from CCPS during discharge mode. In refresh mode it keeps connected with low
charging current to compensate the leakage and maintains the voltage level as needed. The
rate at which the capacitor charges - discharges energy to the load is called the repetition rate
(1/T). It may be a few 0.01Hz for large capacitor banks to a few kHz for certain lasers with
small stored energy. As repetition rate increases refresh mode time is reduced keeping dv/dt
same. After the energy storage capacitor discharges, it must recharge to a specified voltage
with the capacitor charging power supply (CCPS).
Protection is needed for charging power supply both in charging as well as in pulsed
discharge stage. Because surge reversal of high amplitude in voltage (in kV) and high
frequency noise (in MHz range) is generated mainly due to breakdown of uncontrolled
switches (such as spark gaps) during charging (energy storage capacitor of pulsed power
system) and due to high energy dissipation to the dynamic load for very short duration of
time. The generated noise frequency is in MHz range and it varies from 1MHz to ten
multiples of MHz. This noise is a combination of both conducted and radiated noise. Effects
of conducted and radiated noise in high voltage DC power supply were discussed previously
in [12-13].
Various EMI mitigation techniques were also discussed earlier in [14-16]. This dynamic
noise leads to frequent failure of IGBT switches in the inverter stage of power supply. Second
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order (series LC and parallel LC) and third order (LCL-T and LCC) resonant converters have
been utilized in DC-DC converters for constant current (CC) and constant voltage (CV)
application based on load requirement [17-19]. Literature reveals that, when these converters
used in the development of high voltage CCPS are suffer with serious drawbacks such as
high peak currents, lack of DC blocking, poor part load efficiency and lack of dynamic
protection when interfaced with pulsed power system and operated with dynamic load. To
overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, proposed a fourth order LCLC resonant
converter to design and develop fast CCPS for pulsed power applications.
Mathematical modelling has been done on resonant converter operated CCPS to optimise the
lumped parameters. Conditions for load independent constant current and zero current
switching in 2nd order series LC, parallel LC, 3rd order LCL-T and 4th order LCLC resonant
converter have been derived mathematically.
A comparative study has been done on 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converter based CCPS.
The derived conclusion is that the series LC resonant converter provides load independent
constant current and zero current switching when fr ≥ 2fs, whereas parallel LC, LCL-T and
LCLC resonant converters provides load independent constant current and soft switching
when switching frequency is equal to resonant frequency (fs=fr) [20-21].
Thereafter the execution details of proposed 4th order resonant converter based CCPS is
discussed with the help of simulation and through experimental results. To validate the
simulation, a prototype CCPS rated as 200V, 20J/s has been developed. The developed
prototype has been tested with a capacitive load of 100 µF. A half bridge inverter has been
utilized to get square wave voltage with switching frequency of 25 kHz. Load independent
constant current and zero current switching has been achieved experimentally on adjusting
switching frequency(fs) equal to resonant frequency (fr). A generalized control scheme has
been proposed in the thesis to provide control signals for switches in the high frequency
15

inverter stage of CCPS. Based on set parameters (such as charging voltage, charging time and
load capacitor value) microcontroller generates the timing signal to free running pulsed width
modulator (PWM) controller. In addition microcontroller processes the interrupts and
generates the timing signal. The PWM controller provides ON/OFF signals for switches in
the inverter stage. This scheme has worked effectively in the developed CCPS.
In CCPS design, one more stage is added to step up the output voltage using ferrite core
based HV high frequency (HF) transformer. Leakage inductance of HF transformer is used as
second resonant inductor of 4th LCLC resonant converter. High voltage high frequency
transformer parameters, repetition rate and charging rate are critical design issues in CCPS.
Thus a high repetition rate CCPS of ratings: 4 kV, 3.7kJ/s, 9 kHz has been developed and
tested with load capacitor of 47nF. The load has been charged to target voltage in 111µs as
estimated.
To continue the design of CCPS for higher voltage and repetitive charging, a bipolar high
voltage (±50 kV) fast charging (45kJ/s) CCPS has been designed and developed to operate at
10Hz. Protection and controlling are the two important features of a fast capacitor charging
power supply. It is already been discussed in the previous section that the dynamic noise
leads frequent failure of controlled switches in the inverter stage of charging power supply.
A detailed analysis has been done on noise generation and its mitigation. In most of the cases
the impact of conducted noise is more, which leads to failure of charging power supply as
compared to radiated noise when operated with highly dynamic load.
The conducted noise is further divided into two
1. Differential mode noise
2. Common mode noise
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Differential mode noise propagated to the inverter stage from load via output diode rectifier,
HVHF transformer and resonant network. Common mode noise coupled at various power
conversion stages of charging power supply through common ground. In the present research
work, an attempt has been made to overcome conducted noise effects, which mainly causes
frequent failure of IGBT switch in the inverter stage of CCPS. Design parameters have been
taken from 45kJ/s and ± 50kV CCPS to carry out mathematical analysis noise generation and
its mitigation.
Failure of controlled switches (IGBTs) in the inverter stage of CCPS due to conducted noise
is prevented by effective shielding and with proposed LCLC resonant network. Shielding
between primary and secondary windings of HVHF transformer will enable us to keep
coupling capacitor (CC) value as low as possible (≤ 10pF). The proposed 4th order LCLC
resonant topology acts as low pass filter for differential mode noise.
Shielding and LCLC low pass filter scale down the noise voltage magnitude at a rate of 10dB and -75dB gain respectively. This high power fast CCPS has been interfaced with 1kJ
repetitive Marx based system and tested successfully at 5Hz. The results matched well with
mathematical model and simulation data. The developed fast (>40kJ/s) CCPS has been
interfaced with 1kJ repetitive Marx based system and tested successfully at 5Hz. The results
matched well with mathematical model and simulation data.
In recent days pulsed power systems are using controlled spark gaps, so called triggetrons. In
this case spark gap electrodes are charged to a specified voltage with charging source and
then supplied a controlled low voltage to break down spark gap. So, a controlling mechanism
is required to charge the load capacitor to a specified voltage level. The break down voltage
varies from gas to gas as well as with pressures. A photodiode and LED based control
scheme has been demonstrated and tested experimentally.
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The overall motive of this research work is to design a reliable, efficient and compatible
resonant converter based fast CCPS for pulsed power application. Complications with the
usage of higher order resonant converter in the power stage have been overcome effectively.
The present research work enables the researchers work in higher order resonant converters
to make charging power supplies more reliable and efficient. The major contribution of this
research work is in the design of fast CCPS for pulsed power applications are
1. A 4th order resonant converter based CCPS has been designed and simulated for high
pulsed power and dynamic load applications. The proposed converter provides load
independent constant current and soft switching when operated at switching frequency
equal to resonant frequency.
2. To validate the simulation and mathematical model, a prototype CCPS rated at 200 V, 20
J/s has been developed and load independent constant current is demonstrated with soft
switching operation.
3. A high repetition rate CCPS of 4kV, 3.7kJ/s and 9 kHz is designed. High voltage high
frequency transformer's leakage inductance is used as one of the resonant inductor.
4. Developed a high charging rate (45 kJ/s) and repetitive (10 Hz) CCPS for 1kJ Marx based
system based on 4th order LCLC resonant converter and successfully interfaced.
5. The failure of controlled switches (IGBTs) in the inverter stage of CCPS due to conducted
noise are prevented by effective shielding and proposed LCLC resonant network.
6. With the proposed topology the cost and size of CCPS has reduced due to minimal number
of controlled switches, low peak currents and minimum conduction losses in the inverter
stage.
7. A photo diode-LED based voltage control circuit has been developed and tested
successfully. This control circuit provides more isolation as compared to other electronic
components like isolation amplifier and opto-couplers.
18

The academic contribution of the thesis is in bringing out a better understanding of high
voltage fast CCPS design aspects and noise mitigation with proposed 4th order LCLC
resonant converter and shielding. The data on application of 4th order LCLC resonant
converter as constant current source in the design and development of CCPS for pulsed
power application, as well as the protection of fast (>40 kJ/s) CCPS against conducted noise
with repetitive pulsed power system operating with highly dynamic load has been published.
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Chapter-1
Introduction
High voltage capacitor charging power supplies (CCPS) are used in various industrial and
pulsed power applications. Designing a reliable and efficient charging power supply for
pulsed power systems is always a complex job because of associated dynamic load such as
electron gun, laser, magnetron etc. During generation and discharge of high intensity pulses
the associated charging power supply of pulsed power system undergoes a surge reversal of
high amplitude in voltage and high frequency (MHz) noise.
To protect the CCPS against this impulse noise, fast protection is needed. Conventionally
series resonant converter based CCPS is used for pulsed power applications. They are good
for static load conditions. But in case of non-linear loading, these CCPS lacks in providing
suitable dynamic protection against surge reversal and high frequency noise during
discharging period.
Other resonant converters such as parallel LC and third order resonant converter have been
utilized previously in the development of high voltage CCPS. These power supplies are also
suffering with serious issues like lack of DC blocking and poor part load efficiency. An
investigation is needed to find out the root cause behind the failure of charging power supply
when interfaced with pulsed power system.
1.1 Motivation
A research topic on design and development of efficient and reliable resonant converter based
fast (>40kJ/s) CCPS with improved protection for pulsed power applications has been
chosen.
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1.2 Background
Over last two decades pulsed power technology has been using for various non-military,
medical and defence applications. Accelerator and pulsed power division, BARC, Mumbai is
one of those working on this technology to generate high intensity pulses and electron beams
using pulsed power systems for medical and industrial applications. A suitable capacitor
charging power supply (CCPS) is required to charge pulsed power systems.
The power supply is termed as capacitor charging power supply instead simple DC power
supply. Since, pulsed power system is a combination of switches (controlled and
uncontrolled) and energy storage (capacitors and inductors) elements connected in different
fashion to obtained required pulsed width and rise time. Designing a reliable and compatible
charging power supply with charging rate more than 40kJ/s for pulsed power system is still a
barrier and a challenging task. Technical difficulty arises from simultaneous requirements on
power rating, energy conversion efficiency, lifetime and cost. Designing a power supply to
charge simple capacitor is not a difficult task, but designing a high charging rate and
repetitive power supply for particular application is a difficult task. Charging rate, repetition
rate, protection, compatibility and cost are the critical design issues. So, only few research
laboratories and manufacturing companies are working on these kinds of power supplies.
Usage of resonant converters in the development of capacitor charging power supply (CCPS)
becomes popular due to their inherent short circuit proof, load independent constant current
and soft switching.
Two element (series LC and parallel LC), three elements (LCL, CLC, CLL and LLC)
resonant converter based CCPS are used for the design of CCPS. Designers are restricted
them self up to three energy storage elements in the resonant converter stage of power supply
due to complexity, number of frequencies and overall size of power supply. Series LC
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resonant converter based CCPS is more commonly used charging power supply in pulsed
power technology. Most of the times 2nd and 3rd order resonant based CCPS are suffer from
protection against dynamic noise generated at load end of pulsed power supply. Highly
dynamic loads like Klystron, Magnetron and backward wave oscillator (BWO) when
connected to pulsed power system generates highly dynamic noise which leads to frequent
failure of controlled switches in the inverter stage of power supply.
Dynamic noise is generated due to mismatched load at the output of the pulsed power (PP)
system. When a pulsed power (PP) system sees the mismatched load, part of the energy
reflects and it becomes ringing of 10-100MHz frequency. It is difficult to attenuate this high
frequency noise while charging the capacitor of PP system. The proposed fourth order
resonant converter based capacitor charging power supply (CCPS) provides constant current
and for energy reflection the same resonant network will acts like a low pass filter. The
design is such a way that it fulfils both the purposes while charging and discharging.
Second and third order resonant converter based CCPS, operating with pulsed power systems
are incapable of attenuating these kinds of energy reflections during charging and discharging
times of pulsed power system. Controlled switches in the inverter stage are mostly effected
due to dynamic noise. In these power supplies dynamic noise leads to frequent failure of
IGBT switches in the inverter stage. Because it generated high voltage across CE terminals of
IGBT switches without any attenuation.
So, the running cost of the power supply will be increases. The time arises to investigate a
compatible, fast and repetitive CCPS for pulsed power application, which can overcome all
the difficulties in two element and three element resonant based CCPS. To overcome the
limitations of two and three element resonant converter based CCPS it is the time to explore a
new kind of resonant converter topology for pulsed power application.
Main requirements of CCPS when designing for pulsed power applications are
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1. It should operate for wide range load variation
2. It should provide inherent short circuit protection
3. It should provide load independent constant current
4. It should provide soft switching
5. It should overcome dynamic noise effects.
The first five conditions can be fulfilled by two element and three element resonant converter
based CCPS either increasing number of switches or else operating at different conditions,
but the 5th condition cannot fulfilled by two element and three element resonant converter
based CCPS. Because two elements and three elements resonant converter based CCPS are
lacking in compatibility and reliability with pulsed power system. In this research proposed a
fourth (4th) order resonant converter and its application in the design of CCPS for pulsed
power application. The proposed 4th order resonant converter based CCPS fulfil all the five
requirements. Third and fourth conditions are crucial in the design and choosing a resonant
topology. Since, the load for a power supply is an energy storage capacitor and it is need to
be charged with constant current to overcome in drawing short circuit power from mains. In
addition the chosen resonant topology should provide soft switching (i.e. either zero current
switching or zero voltage switching) to minimize the losses in the inverter stage of power
supply.
1.3 Proposal
To design and develop a reliable and compatible charging power supply for pulsed power
applications, wherein charging rate is in the multiples of 10kJ/s, typically more than 40kJ/s.
A resonant converter based capacitor charging power supply (CCPS) with an improved
protection schemes are proposed for various pulsed power applications.
Various challenges involved in designing of charging source. They are
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1. Topology selection
2. Load independent constant current
3. Soft switching
4. High voltage and high frequency transformer design
5. Protection
6. Feedback technique
The above mentioned parameters become so critical in designing power supplies higher
charging rates. So, the power supply should withstand various problems from the load side.
The proposed 4th order resonant converter provides load independent constant current at
switching frequency (fs) equal to resonant frequency (fr). Soft switching (zero current
switching) operating conditions are derived mathematically in the further chapters. In
addition this converter provides zero voltage switching by adjusting dead time between two
controlled switches of same leg of H-type full bridge inverter circuit. Investigated total four
4th order resonant converter based CCPS for four different pulsed power applications. One of
the four 4th order resonant based CCPS prototype developed to see basic operation and to
observe the load independent constant current and soft switching. The second resonant
topology has been utilized to design CCPS for power modulator application by incorporating
high voltage high frequency (HVHF) transformer, wherein the design utilized the leakage
inductance of HVHF transformer is one of the resonant elements to make the system
compact. The third topology is used to develop a high repetition rate (9 kHz) CCPS for solid
state switch based pulser application. Finally a fourth resonant topology has been utilized in
the development of fast (45kJ/s), repetitive (10Hz) and bi-polar (+/- 50kV) CCPS for 1kJ
Marx based system. Previously developed (or) the power supplies which are available in the
market are lacking in providing protection for power supply against dynamic noise.
Improvements in the protection schemes will improve the reliability and makes the power
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supply compatible with pulsed power system operated with highly dynamic loads. There are
two basic protection and they are primary protection and secondary protection. These include
short circuit protection, over voltage protection, arc protection (an arc protection we need to
detect the arc first. Arc will be detected by putting CT in the ground path. This CT will sense
the noise and intimate to the controller. When this arc continues for 5 to 6 times then a
alarming signal generated by micro controller), thermal protection, protection against false
triggering, short circuit protection of switch in the inverter stage, dv/dt protection, radiated
noise and conducted noise. All these protections schemes are in corporate in the power
supply to make power supply reliable. More importantly protection against conducted noise
has been overcome effectively in the power supply by incorporating shielding between
primary and secondary of HVHF transformer and with that of proposed 4th order resonant
topology. The detailed analysis of this protection scheme, generation of conducted noise, its
effect of conducted noise and how it leads to failure of controlled switch in the inverter stage
CCPS has been discussed in coming chapters.
Controlling techniques plays an important role in the power supply design, wherein the
charging voltage across load capacitor is controlled. A recent advancement occurs in the field
of pulsed power technology using controlled spark gaps, so called trigetrons. In this case
sprak gap electrodes are charged to a specified voltage through an energy storage capacitor
with charging source and then apply a controlled low voltage to break down spark gap. So, a
controlled mechanism is needed to charge the load to a specified voltage level. Otherwise
spark gap continuously breaks down due to over voltage across load capacitor.
Feedback controlling techniques are adopted in CCPS to charge load capacitor to various
voltage levels. A light emitting diode (LED) and photo diode based feedback controlled
scheme have been demonstrated to control the voltage across load capacitor. Input to this
controlled circuit is obtained from lower arm resistor of voltage divider which is connected
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across load capacitor and compares with the reference voltage. The error signal will control
the on-off timing of controlled switches in the inverter stage. Once the target voltage reaches
then the error becomes zero, under this condition the power delivered to the load is zero.
Simulation and experimental results are verified and validated with the mathematical results
for each 4th order resonant based CCPS for different pulsed power applications. The proposed
4th order resonant based CCPS is cost effective, reliable, compatible and compact for a
specific rating over all two element and three element resonant based CCPS for pulsed power
applications. This research and development guides the designers how they can choose
resonant converters, which topology can provide constant current gain, high voltage gain and
how one can protect the CCPS from conducted noise generated at load with 4th order resonant
converter.
The literature on pulsed power systems, application of resonant converters in the design of
power supply, resonant converters types and their application in pulsed power technology,
merits and limitations, protection schemes and controlling techniques are presented in chapter
2. In chapter 3 discussed feasibilities of various resonant converter topologies for constant
current application for the design of power supply for pulsed power applications. In chapter 4
presented the design, simulation and experimental details of selected 4th order resonant
converter topologies. Chapter 5 covers the development and testing of other 4th order
resonant converter based CCPS and their validation with pulsed power system. In chapter 6
presented the effective protection schemes to handle EMI related issues, in addition presented
a control scheme for voltage control. Conclusions and future scope are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter-2
Literature survey
A literature survey has been done in the field of pulsed power technology, power supplies,
application of resonant converters in DC power supplies, controlling and protection of power
supplies for pulsed power application has been has been investigated and presented in this
chapter.

2.1 Background
Pulsed power is a kind of technology in which energy accumulates over a long period of time
and releases it into a load for very short duration of time, thus generates a very high
instantaneous power. Over the last two decades, more and more non-military applications of
pulsed power technology have been studied. More than one hundred possible applications can
now be listed. In particular gas and water processing, sterilization, nano-particle processing
and surface treatment to name a few. More about industrial, defence, environmental and
medical applications of pulsed power systems have been discussed in [1-2]. The average
power delivered to a load is very high in very short span of time. In such cases the amplitudes
of both voltage and currents are very high. Narrow pulses (with high peaks in voltage and
currents) generated by pulsed power systems are used in the generation of high power
microwave, electron beams and flash x-rays. Marx based systems (single and reprate), linear
induction accelerator (LIA), inductive energy storage (IES), pulser and power modulator are
the few pulsed power systems used in the generation of short pulses. Reprate is nothing but
repetitive mode of operation. In pulsed power system this mode operation is preferred to
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deliver more average power in a single burst. One burst can be of many shots.
Aforementioned systems are used in medical, commercial, industrial and non military
applications. Pulsed power systems are primarily energy storage systems, in which
capacitors, inductors, un controlled and sometimes controlled switches are connected in
different fashion to generate postulated pulses with certain rise time and pulsed duration.
Pulsed power systems with capacitive energy storage employed various switches named as
magnetic, semiconductor and spark gap switches. Magnetic switches are saturable inductors
that utilize the nonlinear magnetization of magnetic material, especially the saturation. When
the magnetic material used in the switch is unsaturated, the magnetic switch has high
impedance which represents the “off state”. When the core becomes saturated, it has much
lower (typically a factor μr lower) impedance which is the “on state” Semiconductor switches
used in pulsed power systems include thyristors, MOSFET’s (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistor), and IGBT’s (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor).

Figure.2.1: Schematic diagram of pulsed power facility
Thyristors can hold a high voltage in excess of several kV and carry a large current (kA).
However, the switching time is slow (~ µs), and thyristors are often used for microsecond
pulsed generation. Spark gap switches are widely used in pulsed power systems. In
comparison with other switches, the main advantages of spark gap switches are a high holdoff voltage, large conducting current, high energy efficiency and low cost. More on these
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devices encountered in [3-5]. Schematic diagram of pulsed power system along with DC
power supply and load is shown in Figure.2.1. In this diagram pulsed power system has been
shown with a simple block consisting of energy storage capacitor. Pulsed power systems need
to be the command trigger type.
In the command trigger type system, once the charging completes it requires to give trigger to
the PP systems. So in CCPS, charging is made with constant current (CC) and once it reaches
particular voltage, pulsed power system erects and goes to zero voltage. Again we need to
reach to the same level in the definite and fast time, there you need the CCPS. But in
conventional, it cannot fast and definite.
The energy stored in the pulsed power system is delivered to a highly dynamic load through a
controlled or uncontrolled switch. To charge the capacitor of pulsed power system needs a
DC power supply with proper protection. Power supply is a heart for pulsed power system,
where it has to handle dynamic noise generated in the system and short circuit conditions.

2.2 DC Power Supplies
2.2.1 Regulated DC power supply
Conventional high voltage DC power supplies are not suitable for pulsed power applications.
Reasons like they are designed to operate at constant or near constant load conditions.
Moreover it draws large amount of inrush current from the mains, when the load is capacitive
in nature. Size and weight too increases with increase in output voltage and charging rate.
Furthermore overall efficiency is much lesser for regulated output due to higher power loss.
Regulated DC power supplies are deficient in providing charge to load if the repetition rate in
kHz range. In view of aforementioned demerits conventional high voltage DC power supplies
are incapable as a charging source to charge capacitive nature of loads with high repetition
rate.
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2.2.2 Switched mode power supply
Switch-mode power supplies (SMPS) results in low power dissipation compared to
conventional high voltage DC power supplies. Insulated gate bi-polar transistor (IGBT) and
metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) are used as switching elements
and are operated in saturation region (for ON state) and in cut off region (for off state). The
other switches like bi-polar junction transistor (BJT) and silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)
can be used. Though BJTs are fast enough but not used due to tail current and are not
available in higher rating, on the other hand SCRs are available for higher rating but they
demands for extra commutation circuits. High frequency operation reduces the component
size and weight of energy storage elements and transformer in SMPS, at the same time it
comes at a cost of high complexity, switching stress and interferences. Switch mode power
supplies efficiency is more over conventional DC power supplies due to low losses. Due to
switching limitation in the switching device one cannot increase the switching frequency
beyond certain limit to make more compact system.
2.2.2.1 Types of switching in SMPS
Two types of switching are present, more commonly called as hard switching and soft
switching. Most of the times load demands for sudden shutdown of power supply during
operation (charging in case of capacitive nature loads). In these conditions a sudden turnoff
of switching devices occurs in the power supply. At that instant of time the voltage across
switching device or current through the device is not zero or at a finite value. This kind of
switching called as hard switching. In hard switching the switching losses are very high and
these losses are directly proportional to the switching frequency. So, the limitation in
switching frequency has encountered when it is hard switching. Switching losses are very
high in this case. Moreover this kind of switching introduces electromagnetic interference
(EMI) into the system. To overcome or to minimize switching losses and EMI effects needed
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extra compensation networks or circuits to transfer switching losses from switching device to
auxiliary circuit. Such switching present in basic SMPS like boost and other isolated
converters namely fly back and push-pull converters [6-7]. Switch mode power supplies
efficiency largely depends on switching losses occurring in solid state switches (SSS) of
inverter stage. If the switch is made to change its state from OFF to ON and vice versa,
instant at which either voltage across it or current through is zero, then aforementioned
shortcomings (switching losses) are minimized. Such switching action is termed as soft
switching (SS). Zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) and zero current switching (ZCS) are the two
types of soft switching methods.
Soft switching (ZVS or ZCS) can be achieved in different ways like adding passive auxiliary
reactive components [8], adding active auxiliary circuit [9], modifying the switching strategy
[ 10 - 11 ] and changing the converter topology (e.g. resonant converters). Merits and
limitations of various soft switching methods are reviewed in [12-13]. Operation and mode
boundaries of both ZVS and non-ZVS in case of series resonant converter (SRC) and parallel
resonant converter (PRC) and their design procedure is presented in [14].

2.3 Resonant converters in DC-DC converters
Soft switching (ZCS and ZVS) and constant current can be achieved by implementing DC to
DC converters with resonant circuit. The basic DC-DC converter is shown in Figure.2.2.
Different types of non-isolated and isolated DC-DC converters are reviewed in [15]. A half
bridge or full bridge high frequency inverter is fed from a DC source. The inverter operated
with very high frequency ≥ 20 kHz, which converts constant DC voltage in to a square wave
with a frequency equal to switching frequency. The input source to the inverter may be either
constant voltage or constant current source. Resonant converter followed by inverter, the
output of resonant converter is sine wave whose frequency equal to resonant frequency, then
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once again it rectified and given to the load. Before delivering to the load a high value
capacitor is connected across the load to filter out ripples.

Figure.2.2: Basic schematic diagram of DC-DC converter
If operating frequency in kHz range a small value capacitor is enough to filter out ripples, but
if the operating if inverter operating at fundamental frequency (i.e. 50Hz) needs high value
capacitor to filter out ripples in the output voltage. In some cases, if it is a resonant converter
based power supply a low value capacitor may effect on the operation of resonant conversion.
In this case if a large value capacitor connected at the output it will not alter the resonant
converter operation as well as it can filter all ripples in the output voltage. A voltage source in
series with large inductor makes a constant voltage source into a constant currents source and
is feeds to the resonant network [16-17]. Current source fed resonant converter are not so
popular, because a large inductor should use at the input to maintain constant current [18-20].
Voltage source fed inverter followed by series resonant converter is a popular DC-DC
converter for industrial heating applications [ 21 - 22 ].Parallel load resonant converter is
another attractive topology, provides load independent constant current and soft switching at
fs = fr. Parallel resonant inverter with current source as an input source with a resonant
capacitor connected in parallel with resonant inductor makes the constant current source for
industrial heating applications [ 23 - 24 ]. A novel distributed control scheme for a soft
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switching multi inverter system with LCL-resonant circuit for induction heating application is
proposed and compared to a classical central control, such as improved reliability and simple
adaption of the control to any number of inverter connected in parallel. A comparison of the
resonant topology is done in the high voltage DC application [25]. Series-parallel resonant
converter or LCC resonant converter has been the topic of extensive investigation in three
element resonant network for different industrial applications [26-27].Fourth order LCLC
resonant converters are studied and implemented with output filter capacitor [ 28 - 29 ].
Operating at constant switching frequency and tuned to resonant frequency the LCLC DCDC converter achieved zero switching losses.
A lot more resonant topologies previously reported for constant current and constant voltage
applications. Single branch, two branch, three branch and four branch resonant topologies of
second, third, fourth and even fifth order resonant converters are analyzed and reviewed for
the same application in [30]. Topological structures of single, two, three and four branch
resonant converter topologies are shown in Figure.2.3.

Figure.2.3: Topological structures of single, two, three and four branch resonant converter
topologies
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Application of resonant converters in DC-DC step up or step down converters makes the
power supply efficient, smaller and controllable. Some of the common applications which are
not required precise control of voltage and current are ballasts for fluorescent lamps [31-32],
power factor correction [33-34], induction heating [35-36], welding [37], inductive power
transfer [38] and high voltage power supply [39-40].Reviewed other applications where
current and voltage are maintained to constant throughout operation such applications are
electric arc welding [ 41 ], laser diode drivers [ 42 - 43 ], magnet power supplies [ 44 ],
illumination systems [ 45 ], battery charging [ 46 ], capacitor charging [ 47 - 49 ] and
electrochemical processes [50].

2.4 Review of capacitor charging techniques
Capacitor can be charged in multiple ways, some of these techniques are reviewed in [51].
Resistive, one cycle resonant, constant current and constant power charging are the few
charging methods. In ideal case the maximum efficiency is 50% in resistive charging, as a
result this charging technique is utilized in the circuits where the charging rate is low,
typically about at 200J/s. More over five time constants 5RC is required for the capacitor to
reach 98% of maximum desired voltage is shown in Figure.2.4. Medium and high power
applications typically opted for one cycle resonant charging.

Figure.2.4: Characteristics of different charging schemes
Main drawback with this charging method is it needs an additional energy storage capacitor,
inductor. The switch used in this power supply can be a simple diode or a unidirectional
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closing switch like a thyratron or SCR. Constant current is another type of charging method
and is more preferred charging method than all other charging methods, where minimum
volume and regulation are the critical design issues. Constant current charging method limits
the inrush current at the time of starting and main the same current at the end of charging (i.e.
near to target voltage). During charging, it is important to limit the output current for safe
operation and power supply must operate in constant current (CC) mode. Once the capacitor
is charged to a required target voltage level, the charging power supply changes its mode
from CC to constant voltage (CV) to maintain constant voltage across the capacitor.
In order to comply with stringent mains voltage variations, the charging power supplies are
operated with so called constant-power charging techniques [25]. In the charging cycle,
initially the charging current is high which progressively decrease during the charging with
the same factor with which voltage increases. In this way instantaneous power delivered in
the charge cycle is constant and therefore the current drawn from three phase mains also
remains constant. In Figure.2.4 characteristics of three different charging schemes has been
shown. Controlling both parameters like voltage and current simultaneously is unmanageable.
Time taken to reach the target voltage is high in resistive charging as compared to other two.
Though time taken to reach the target is less in case of constant power compared to constant
current, but controlling both voltage and current simultaneously is difficult, on the other hand
controlling a single parameter (current) is easy in case of constant current charging mode.

2.5 Capacitor charging power supply (CCPS)
2.5.1 Back ground
A power supply is required to charge a capacitor (an energy storage capacitor is a main
charging element in pulsed power system), so called capacitor charging power supply
(CCPS). Some of the salient features of CCPS are
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1. The wide range of load conditions over which it should operate [52-53]
2. It should sustain for highly dynamic load conditions
3. It should not draw any short circuit power from mains at the beginning of the
charging cycle to a very light load conditions at the end of charging cycle for a pre
defined target voltage.
Capacitors used in pulsed power systems are needed to be charged prior to each repetition of
energy release to the load. The rate at which the capacitor discharges is called the repetition
rate. It may be a few 0.01Hz for large capacitor banks to a few kHz for certain lasers with
small stored energy. After the energy storage capacitor discharges, it must recharge to a
specified voltage with the capacitor charging power supply (CCPS) [15].

Figure.2.5: Charging pattern of CCPS (1/T is the repetition rate)
The voltage profile across energy storage capacitor connected at the output terminals of
CCPS is shown in Figure.2.5. The average output voltage is decreased due to the presents of
refresh mode is shown in Figure.2.5. As soon as the capacitor is charged to the particular
voltage it discharges, hence per cycle time is reduced and the average output is increased.
The voltage profile which is shown in Figure.2.6 has been divided in to two named charging
and discharging. In discharging period, the CCPS has been disabled from the mains and
rapidly discharges across the load, which is inactive in the charge mode. The discharge mode
is normally much shorter than the charging period. The CCPS enters near short circuit
conditions across its output terminals in charging mode. In this mode CCPS operates at its
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maximum charging mode to refresh mode when the target voltage is reached and remains in
this mode until load discharges the capacitor. In charging mode capacitor does not supply any
energy to the load. The amount of time CCPS remains in this mode is determined by how
quickly the capacitor stored energy can be discharged to the load. The output voltage may
drift due to capacitor leakage and parasitic resistances.

Figure.2.6: Charging pattern of CCPS without refresh time
Instantaneous output power is almost zero at the beginning of the charging mode. If the
charging current is constant, the peak instantaneous output power occurs at the end of the
charging mode. Refresh mode is typically a low power mode, since current is small as
compared to charging mode. Average output power for a CCPS depends on the repetition
rate, wherein the capacitor discharges at the end of charging, which corresponds to operation
without refresh mode. Rating of CCPS is given in kJ/s instead of kW. The rating kJ/s
indicates that how fast the capacitor charged to a particular load. Application of switch mode
conversion achieved an improvement in efficiency, regulation and a reduction in size and
weight. The same technology has been adopted in the design of CCPS by operating at high
switching frequencies to reduce the size and weight of the CCPS.
Regulation can be improved through the utilization of the control techniques such as pulsed
width modulation or constant on time control. These control techniques can also be employed
in the “keep alive” mode, which does not exist in the other techniques presented in this paper
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[54-55]. As a result, the CCPS may operate over a broad range of load repetition rates and
still maintain the desired output voltage. Capacitor leakage may be replaced in a burst fashion
or in a continuous fashion similar to trickle charging a battery [56].

2.6 CCPS in pulsed power systems
Resonant converters are adopted in CCPS to avail benefits like constant current, short circuit
proof and soft switching which is already been discussed in the previous section. Second,
third and fourth order resonant topologies are the attractive topologies to design charging
power supply.

Figure.2.7. Detailed block diagram of pulsed power facility
Whereas low frequency input rectifier (LFIR), DC filter (DF), high frequency inverter (HFI),
resonant network (RN), high voltage high frequency transformer (HVHF TR), high frequency
output rectifier (HFOR), feedback circuit (FBC), pulsed power system (PPS), switch (SW),
highly dynamic load (HDL) and control circuit (CN).
Aforementioned resonant converters provide load independent constant current and soft
switching in various operating conditions. The detailed schematic diagram for pulsed power
facility is shown in Figure.2.7. It has been divided in four stages, wherein first stage is supply
mains, second stage comprises charging stage, third stage is pulsed generation and shaping
stage and last stage is pulsed discharge stage. Second order series LC resonant converter
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provides load independent constant current when operated in discontinuous conduction mode.
All other resonant converter topologies achieve load independent constant current and soft
switching in various operating modes. The discontinuous conduction mode operation
achieved only when resonant frequency (fr) ≥ 2fs (fs = Switching frequency). Under this
operating condition the series LC resonant converter provides load independent constant
current and inherent zero current switching. Current in the discontinuous conduction mode is
linear and it is constant over each half of switching cycle. Series resonant converter based
charging sources are more popular for pulsed power applications. These converter
characteristics have been discussed in [57].
Effect of leakage inductance on resonant components and the detailed analysis of di/dt effect
were discussed in [58], wherein improvement in dynamic response have been achieved by
pulsed width modulation with constant switching frequency. The design of series resonant
based high wattage power supply for industrial magnetron. Series loaded resonant converter
based power supplies current characteristics for industrial magnetron, power modulator and
other applications have been analyzed and designed with minimum component stress are
discussed in [59-61]. There are other resonant topologies such as parallel LC, combination of
series LC- parallel LC and LCC resonant converters are used as constant current source to
charge pulsed power systems [62]. Due to high peak currents and thermal management,
series LC resonant based charging source is not preferable in high charging rates. New design
procedure for three element converters is also introduced for charging applications in [63].
DC/DC power convertor operating modes at constant resonant frequency are identified and
discussed. Generalized state-plane analysis of a half bridge converter performance
characteristics were analyzed in [64-65]. LLC type series resonant converter operation with
PWM control is presented in [66]. Series resonant converter is modified by adding an
inductor in parallel with the transformer primary (or secondary) forms a LCL-type series
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resonant converter and its analysis were presented in [67]. Optimum design of a LCC
parallel-series inverter with resonant current mode control has been discussed in [68]. Design
and development features of a repetitive capacitor charging source for pulsed power
applications is presented in [69]. Dynamic nature of the capacitor charging causes a shift in
the resonant frequency of the PRC. Repetitive charging sources are preferred to increase the
average power delivered to load. One such charging source with LCL resonant topology has
been discussed in [70]. Series- parallel load resonant converter operating at a fixed frequency
is used in the design of CCPS [71-72], is a special kind of resonant circuit which does not
require any kind of control circuit.

2.7 Controlling techniques
Controlling is necessitated for certain pulsed power applications like some system demand
for lower voltage and high repetition rate, on the other side some pulsed power systems
demand for higher charging voltage with lower repetition rate. There are different ways to
control voltage and current in resonant converter based DC power supplies. Some of the
controlling techniques examined, and listed are clamped mode control, phase control,
variable frequency control, asymmetrical duty cycle control, integral cycle control, selfsustained oscillating control, and asymmetrical voltage cancellation control. The clamped
mode control, complete steady state analysis, investigation of different operating modes and
mode boundaries has been extensively reported for SRC [73].The mode boundaries for ZVS
and non-ZVS operation in SRC and PRC and their design are discussed in [74]. Synthesis of
phase controlled resonant converters is reported in [75] and detailed analysis of various
phase-controlled topologies, namely SRC is described in greater details in [76]. The output
voltage of a RC can be controlled by varying the operating frequency. However, it is difficult
to optimize the design of magnetic components and filters for variable frequency operation.
Operation away from the resonant frequency causes reactive power loading on the inverter
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switches, thereby reducing the conversion efficiency [14]. It is unsuitable for applications
with frequency locking requirements.
This control method leads to asymmetric operation of the high-side and the low-side switches
and leads to unequal voltages across the leg capacitors; it has been popularly applied to
power converters (resonant as well as non-resonant) due to simpler implementation and softswitching [77]. To control the output voltage while maintaining near resonance operation, the
integral cycle control was proposed [78].
The output voltage is controlled by the duty ratio of powering mode and free-resonant mode.
The phase angle between the bridge output voltage and current can be controlled as a result
he switching frequency is no longer externally imposed as in the conventional variable
frequency control and the converter is said to be operating in so called self-sustained
oscillating mode [ 79 ].

This control method [ 80 ] is generalization of the conventional

clamped mode and asymmetrical duty-cycle control techniques, which is more advantageous
for output voltage variations.

2.8 Protection
Protection is another major criterion in the design of power supply, most of the power
supplies are lagging in this regard. Regards less of load conditions the power supply should
provide proper protection against open circuit, short circuit, over temp, Arc and output
reverse pulsed protection. Protection is mandatory for power supply when operating with
highly dynamic pulsed loads. In addition other protections have to be made to tolerate
electromagnetic interference (EMI), dv/dt and di/dt against noise [81-84]. Some of the
protection techniques are reviewed previously for EMI, dv/dt and di/dt. Interfacing of power
supply with pulsed power systems, difficulties in interfacing and protection are discussed by
Bushnell A.H. [85].
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Summary
In this chapter studied the importance of pulsed power technology and identified various
applications of pulsed power systems. Study continued in search of different pulsed power
systems which are used to generate high intensity pulses with short duration of time. Noticed
some of the pulsed power systems like Marx based system, linear induction accelerator,
inductive energy storage system, pulser and power modulator named few pulsed generators.
Pulsed shaping has been done in these kinds of systems with the utilization of switches like
solid state switches, magnetic switches and spark gaps. All these devices used in pulsed
power systems to make pulsed with a required rise time and pulse width. Pulsed power
systems are usually represented with an equivalent energy storage element, so called an
energy storage capacitor. A suitable charging source required to charge the capacitor, in view
of this collected some literature on power supplies. High voltage DC power supply is needed
to charge capacitor. Pulsed power systems connected with highly dynamic loads like
magnetron, vircator, klystron and backward wave oscillator generates noise, which intern
induces into the power supply which is connected at the input of pulsed power systems.
Conventional high voltage DC power supplies are not been used as charging source for
pulsed power systems. More over these power supplies are less efficient and bulky.
On the other hand switched mode power supplies are popular for DC power applications over
conventional DC power supplies due to higher efficiencies and compact. The main
contribution of losses in SMPS is due to switching of devices with higher frequencies.
Improvements in SMPS are studied in detail and observed that the auxiliary circuits and loss
less snubbers are minimizing the switching losses in the switching devices. Apart from
auxiliary circuits and snubbers resonant converter topologies have been found a suitable
circuit to minimize switching losses in SMPS. Soft switching like zero current and zero
voltage switching are achieved with resonant converters.
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Second, third, fourth and even higher order resonant converters can be used to provide soft
switching for switching devices in various applications with different operating conditions.
Usage of 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converters for various applications such as power
factor correction, inductive power transfer, induction heating welding, ballasts for fluorescent
lamps, and high voltage power supply are studied. Some more applications reviewed where
they demands for constant voltage or constant current such applications listed as capacitor
charging electric arc welding, laser diode drivers, electrochemical processes, illumination
systems, battery charging, and magnet power supplies. Reviewed various charging methods
and identified constant current charging method is a suitable charging method to charge a
capacitor over resistive, constant power and one cycle resonant charging. Basics of capacitor
charging power supply (CCPS) and their requirements for operating pulsed power systems
have been studied. Applications of 2nd and 3rd order resonant converter as constant current
source in the design of CCPS for pulsed power applications have been studied. In addition to
above literature reviewed different controlling and protection schemes in power supplies.
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Chapter-3
Feasibility of different resonant converter
topologies
Resonant converters are more popular for constant current, constant voltage and soft
switching applications. Power supply design engineers are focused on resonant converter to
design charging source for pulsed power applications. The objective of using resonant
converters in the charging source is to provide load independent constant current, short circuit
proof and soft switching. Second order series LC, parallel LC and series-parallel resonant
converters have already been utilized in the design of charging source for single and
repetitive operation for pulsed power applications. Charging source along with pulsed power
system with dynamic load has been shown in Figure.3.1.
The basic building blocks of capacitor charging power supplies are low frequency input
rectifier, DC filter section, high frequency inverter, resonant network, high frequency
transformer and high frequency output rectifier. The low frequency rectifier stage is operated
at fundamental frequency (50Hz) and is converted the alternating voltage in to DC voltage.
Ripples in the DC voltage are filter out by LC filter. Constant DC voltage is converted into
high frequency square wave voltage by high frequency inverter, wherein the period of the
square depends on chosen switching frequency. In the resonant converter stage the high
frequency square is converter into sine and is applied to high frequency transformer. The
output of high frequency transformer is rectified with high frequency diode rectifier and is
applied to the capacitor. Designing all these stages becomes critical when the charging rate in
multiples of 10kJ/s.
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modulator application are presented in [86-87]. Due to the limitations and difficulties of 2nd and
3rd order resonant converters proposed a 4th order resonant converter. The proposed 4th order
resonant converters will take care of all the difficulties and a limitation of 2nd and 3rd order
resonant converter, in adversely it provides protection against noise. Out of many
combinations only four 4th order resonant converter topologies have been chosen and which
are suitable for the design.
3.1 Resonant network topologies
Resonant networks such as 2nd, 3rd, 4th and other higher order are exploited to get advantages
mentioned in the previous section.

Figure.3.2: Topological structures of 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant networks
As the order increases circuit complexity, number of resonant frequencies and interference
also increases. Energy storage elements (Inductances and capacitances) are connected in
different fashion in second, third and in forth order to achieve the goal. Series and parallel
combinations are possible in second order, where as in third and forth T- fashion or π-fashion
is the possible connection techniques. Topological structures of 2nd, 3rd, 4th and higher order
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resonant topologies are already been discussed in the past and are reviewed in [49]. There are
many other combinations in both 3rd and 4th order with three branch and four branches, but all
combinations are not useful for specific applications like constant current, soft switching and
DC blocking. For analysis picked only few topological structures which are suitable for
CCPS applications. Topological structures shown in Figure.3.2 are used as constant current
converter as a part of CCPS. Above mentioned resonant topologies provide constant current
and soft switching at different operating conditions.
3.2 Second (2nd) order resonant analysis
3.2.1 Series LC resonant network analysis
Series LC resonant converter is one of the simple more popular for constant current
applications. For the analysis the load resistance (RL) is shifted to the primary side of high
frequency transformer, whose equivalent impedance is represented by ZL.

Figure.3.3: Series LC resonant converter for mathematical analysis
The equivalent circuit of series LC resonant based converter with equivalent load is shown in
Figure.3.3. The input to the converter is a simple square wave generator followed by resonant
network then followed by equivalent load.
The total impedance Z

Z

j ωL

ω

. . . (3.1)

The circuit has a resonant frequency when the imaginary part of ZTOT equal to zero and it is
given by
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ω

. . . (3.2)

The resonant frequency is independent of ZL and the current at this time of instant is given by
. . . (3.3)

I
Where
Vin – The RMS voltage of input source
IL – Load current

If the value of load changes the current drawn from the source are also changes when it
operated at resonant frequency, it means the series LC resonant converter is not providing
constant current at resonant frequency. Particularly if the load is a capacitor then the
impedance seen by the source at resonant frequency is almost zero, in that case the current
drawn from the source is nearly equal to infinity. These conditions so called short circuit
conditions.
Resonant frequency = ω

, the characteristic impedance of the circuit is represented

with Zn and is given by
. . . (3.4)

Z
Quality factor of the circuit is represented with Q and is given by
Q

ω

. . . (3.5)

ω

The magnitude of characteristic impedance (Zn) of the circuit is a function of frequency with
Q as parameter, keeping ZL constant. Zn is pure resistance when ωs= ωo, but inductance
impedance dominates when operated below resonant frequency (ωo) where as capacitive
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impedance dominates when operated above resonant frequency (ωo). The load current
characteristics vs normalized frequency (ωn) has been shown in Figure.3.4.
Operating a series LC resonant converter below resonant frequency leads to discontinuous
conduction mode (DCM). The normalized frequency (ωn) is the ratio between switching
frequency (ωs) to the resonant frequency (ωo). The abbreviation of DCM is discontinuous
conduction mode. It means any continuous waveform, if it encounters zero state and stays in
that state for some time then it is called as discontinuous waveform. In series loaded resonant
converters the current waveform attains positive and negative values for certain time and
reaches to zero. This mode of operation is called as discontinuous conduction mode (DCM)
of operation.
Series loaded LC resonant converter can be operated in two modes; the one is continuous
conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode. It is achieved on the ratio
between switching frequency (fs) to resonant frequency (fo). Under the condition when
fs≤0.5fo the current in the circuit becomes discontinuous due to resonant inductor. The current
in the resonant inductor becomes maximum it does not allow any current to flow through it

Load current (A)

and at the same time voltage across resonant capacitor becomes two times of input voltage.

0

0.25 0.5 0.75 1
DCM

1.25 1.5 1.75

CCM
Normalized frequency (ωn)
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Figure.3.4. Load current vs normalized frequency characteristics of series LC resonant
converter.
So, the energy of both these elements dissipates across the load till the energy becomes zero.
The current at this moment becomes zero and the switching action takes place in the inverter
stage, that why it is called zero current switching (ZCS). The other type of switching (i.e.
zero voltage switching) achieved by making voltage across the switch which is going to
turned on. This type switching action can achieve by operating in continuous conduction
mode. It is achieved when it is operated at fs≥0.5foone can achieve CCM of operation.It is
clear from the graph that current is linear in the region when 2*ωs ≤ ωo. This mode of
operation is called discontinuous conduction mode, in addition in this mode series LC
provide inherent zero current switching. So, this is the reason why the designers always
operates series LC resonant converter below the half of resonant frequency. In this operating
mode the current is linear and is constant.
Advantages
1. It provides inherent short circuit protection
2. Constant current and soft switching in discontinuous conduction mode
3. The tank current varies with load, therefore offers higher efficiency at light load
4. Simple comparatively all resonant topologies
Disadvantages
1. Cannot be operated at no load
2. Poor cross regulation in multi output power supplies
3. High peak currents, so the thermal management and paralleling operating needed for
higher rating.
3.2.2 Parallel resonant network analysis
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Analysis of parallel resonant converter for constant current application has been done in this
section. Circuit of parallel LC resonant based converter with equivalent load is shown in
Figure.3.5. The input to the converter is a simple square wave generator followed by resonant
network then followed by equivalent load.

IL
Lr
Cr

Vin

ZL

Vo

Figure.3.5: Parallel LC resonant converter for mathematical analysis
The AC equivalent load resistance referred to the primary side of high frequency transformer
and rms voltage of input voltage square wave is given by
Z

π

. . . (3.6)

RMS value of square wave voltage = V

√
π

. . . (3.7)

Where VDC is DC input voltage, RL is the load resistance, n is the turns ratio, ZL is the AC
equivalent resistance at the primary side of high frequency transformer and Vrms is the RMS
voltage of square wave voltage at the input.
Z

. . . (3.8)

jωL

ω

Rationalizing and on minimizing the total impedance it become
ω

Z

ω

ω

. . . (3.9)

ω

By equating imaginary to zero, the circuit has resonant frequencies
ω

. . . (3.10)

0
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ω

. . . (3.11)

In contrast to the series LC, this resonant frequency depends on load
. . . (3.12)

I
Where X
X

sL and

1
sC

The load current still dependent on the load (ZL), but one can make the load current
independent of load by choosing X1 = -X2.This can be achieved at a particular frequency so
called resonant frequency (ωo). It is given by ω

ω

.

ω

. . . (3.13)

Hence constant current operation could be achieved in this circuit at the frequency,
, but this frequency would not be a resonant frequency of the circuit unless

where

ZL was very large.
Advantages
1. It provides constant current under variable load conditions
2. Low Q value makes parallel resonant converter attractive constant current source with
simpler control and soft switching can be achieved.
Disadvantages
1. It suffers from high circulating currents
2. Poor part load efficiency
3. A large variation in switching frequency is demanded for wider conversion range
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3.3 Third (3rd) LCL-T resonant network analysis
Two inductors and one capacitor connected in the T-fashion to form LCL-T resonant
network. LCL-T network with input and equivalent load impedance is shown in Figure.3.6.
The total impedance offered by the circuit is given by
ω

Z

ω

. . . (3.14)

jωL

ω

Figure.3.6: LCL-T resonant converter for mathematical analysis
On rationalizing the above equation then the total equivalent impedance becomes
ω

Z

ω

ω
ω

On making imaginary part of

ω
ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

. . . (3.15)

equal to zero, one can obtain number of resonant

frequency as well as soft switching. In this particular resonant converter there are three
resonant frequencies and they are
ω

0,

ω

. . . (3.16)
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ω

. . . (3.17)
The current through the load at any of the three resonant frequencies is given by
. . . (3.18)

I
The load current becomes independent load when Z X
achieved by choosing X

X

X

becomes zero. This can be

X at this condition the resonant frequency of the circuit

obtained as
ω

, where the resonant frequency is independent of load and is the frequency at

which constant current achieved.
Advantages
1. Circulating currents are less compared to second order resonant topologies
2. The circuit impedance is high, which enables the current drawn from the source
limited even the load is shorted
3. Soft switching achieved when resonant frequency equal to resonant frequency
Disadvantages
1. Lacking with DC blocking for high voltage frequency transformer leads to the
saturation of transformer core
2. Number of resonant frequencies are increased
Due high peak and circulating currents, poor part load efficiencies at light load conditions
and lack of DC blocking of second order (Series LC and parallel LC) and third order (LCL-T)
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resonant converters not been the attractive topological structures for constant current
application as charging source for pulsed power systems.
Introduced a novel fourth (4th) resonant converter and has been used as a constant current
converter for pulsed power applications and it has the ability to overcome above mention
disadvantages. All 4th order resonant topologies are not fit for pulsed power applications as a
constant current converter. Only four resonant structures have been chosen for analysis and
they are shown in Figure.3.2. Analysis of those four resonant structures (iv to vii of
Fgiure.3.2.) is discussed in the further sections.
3.4 Fourth (4th) order LCLC resonant network analysis
In the proposed converter scheme Lr1, Cr1, Lr2 and Cr2 are connected in T structure is shown
in Figure.3.7.
Inductance Lr1 and capacitor Cr1 are connected in series and forms an equivalent reactance of
X1, inductance Lr2 forms reactance X2 and capacitor Cr2 forms reactance X3.

Figure.3.7: LCLC-T resonant converter for mathematical analysis

X

ω
ω

,X

ωL , X

ω

and Z

π

The total circuit impedance offered by the network shown in Figure.3.7 is given by

. . . (3.19)

Z

By substituting the values of X1, X2 and X3 then on rationalizing the above equation
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Real part of ZTOT becomes
Z
ω

ω

ω
ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

. . . (3.20)
And the imaginary part of ZTOT will becomes
Z
ω

ω
ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

. . . (3.21)
By equating imaginary part of Z
1+x = xy (Where x

and y

is zero at ω

)

. . . (3.22)

On applying voltage divider rule, then the voltage across X2 is given by

. . . (3.23)

V

Then the current through load is expressed by

I

. . . (3.24)

I

. . . (3.25)

Solving the above equation after substituting the values X1, X2, and X3 make the coefficient
of Z equal to zero, then the load current IL becomes independent of Z at ω =
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at

. . . (3.26)

y
ω

Normalized frequency ω

. . . (3.27)

ω

Characteristic impedance of the resonant circuit and quality factor Q are given by

ω

and Q

Z

Current gain = H

. . . (3.28)
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Normalized current through and voltage across inductor Lr1 (I
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ω
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ω
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ω

The proposed topology provides load independent constant current when ω

1 and it is

shown in Figue.3.8.
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Figure.3.8: Current gain (H) vs normalized frequency (ωn)
Where ω is the normalized frequency is the ratio between ω and ω . In the mathematical
analysis it is already showed that current is independent of load (i.e. independent of Q). When
ω

1 then the current gain (H) will become constant at any value of Q. Other than ω

1 the current gain vary with respect to Q.
Condition for load independent constant current, condition for zero current switching, voltage
gain, current gain and relationship between resonant components (i.e. Between L
and

and

and

) have been derived mathematically and summarized in a table shown below.
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Table.3.1: Summarized table 1
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Cr1 and Cr2

between

Lr1 and Lr2

between

ZCS

Condition for

constant current
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C

L

1

ωo=

y

C

2L

xy
x

L

C

C

0.5L
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ωo=

C

L

1

ωo=

x

2C

L

y

C

L

y=

ωo=

0.5C

L

Topology

Table.3.2: Summarized table 2
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=

=

=

=

Current Gain

=

=

=

=

Voltage Gain

Where
and

The relationship between input current to the resonant converter with the resonant
components (Either Lr1 or Cr1) is given by
I

,

ω

V

ω C

. . . (3.38)

The equation is important in finding the one of the resonant component vale in the resonant
network. By using condition for load independent constant current formulae one can find the
other resonant component value. All four 4th order resonant converters which are already
been discussed in the above two tables are having their significant role in the design of
capacitor charging power supply for pulsed power applications in the next chapter.
Summary
In this chapter first discussed the basic block diagram of charging source of pulsed power
systems, later discussed the important blocks of capacitor charging power supply. Identified
various 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converter topologies which provides basic requirements
(Inherent short circuit proof, load independent constant current and soft switching) of
charging source for pulsed power applications. Conditions for load independent constant
current and soft switching have been derived mathematically and discussed them in detail in
case of 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converters. In case of series LC, the load independent
constant current and inherent zero current switching obtained when it operated in
discontinuous conduction mode. But, in case of parallel LC, LCL-T and other 4th order
resonant converters (Shown are in Figure.3.2.) provides load independent constant current
and zero current switching when switching frequency (fs) equal to the resonant frequency (fr).
Advantages and disadvantages of 2nd and 3rd order resonant converters has been discussed
simultaneously discussed how 4th order resonant converter have overcome disadvantages of
2nd and 3rd order resonant converters. Conditions for load independent constant current, ZCS,
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current gain, voltage gain and relationship between resonant components for the chosen 4th
order resonant converters are summarized and presented in a table.
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Chapter-4
Simulation and development features
In this chapter discussed the development features of four 4th order resonant topologies for
different pulsed power. First we have used one of the four 4th order resonant topologies to
verify the basic operation like load independent constant current and soft switching (i.e. Zero
current switching and zero voltage switching).
4.1 Development features
4.1.1 Input parameters

Output voltage

200V

J/s rating

20J/s

Load capacitor

100µF

Charging time

100ms

Table.4.1: Rating of 20J/s CCPS
From the given input data the load current is given by
V
I

√
π

, V =75V, V
C

= 67.54V,

,

t =charging time =100ms,
For charging the capacitor up-to 200V the current required,
I

0.2A = 200mA
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The load current equivalent to the source current, condition for the same has been derived
mathematically for this topology in the previous chapter.
So, I

I

RMS value of current flowing through resonant inductor Lr1 is given by
I

1.11I

ILr1 rms = 222mA
I

ω
.

L

∗ .

∗

∗

∗

Value of resonant inductor L

= 862µH

For this topology the relation between resonant components are given by
L

L

and C

2C

Zero current achieved when
ω

Where f

√

Where x

π √

and y

From the above relation the resonant capacitor Cr1 obtained as 23.5nF.
L

L =862µH,

C =23.5nF and C =47nF
4.1.2 Operation
The circuit diagram of the proposed capacitor charging power supply is shown in Figure.4.1
where it utilized a high frequency half bridge inverter to provide square wave output.
Switches are operated in the inverter with a switching frequency 25 kHz.
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Figure.4.1: Circuit diagram of half bridge inverter based CCPS with LCLC resonant topology
Other components which are used in the development of CCPS are listed in Table.4.2.
Components

No’s

Components

No’s

MOSFETs (IRF 840)

2

Input rectifier module

1

DC link capacitor
(CDC1=CDC2=2.2mF)
Output rectifier diodes

Current transformer

2

(Ferrite core based)

1

4

Gate driver power supply

1

Gate drivers (Indigenous)

2

Load capacitor (100µF)

1

Single phase variac

1

Resonant inductors (862µH)

2

PWM controller card

1

(BYV 26E)

Resonant capacitors
(23.5nF and 47nF)

1

Table.4.2: Components list of 20J/s CCPS
In the circuit operation first the DC link capacitors are charged to the 37.5V each, in the first
half of resonant cycle DC link capacitor (CDC1), resonant network, MOSFET (M1), diode
(D3), CL (100μF) and diode (D6) comes into the picture as shown in Figure.4.2a. In the
second half of resonant cycle DC link capacitor (CDC2), resonant network, MOSFET (M2),
diode (D4), Cload (100μF) and diode (D5) comes into the picture as shown in Figure.4.2b.
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Figure.4.2: Equivalent circuits in each of cycle of switching period (a) +ve half cycle and
(b) –ve half cycle
In both the half cycle the current flowing through the load is not going to change, nothing but
the load capacitor charges linearly. The soft switching techniques zero current and zero
voltage are main concern in the operation is explained in further section. Dc link capacitors =
CDC1 = CDC2 =2.2mF (DC link capacitor is much higher than the first resonant capacitor i.e. it
should not alter the operation of resonant network). The experimental set up has showed in
Figure.4.3. Developed own gate drivers and gate power supply in the lab to run inverter
switches.
Switching devices are MOSFETs (IRF840) is chosen, because the prototype designed to
carry 6A peak current. MOSFET (IRF840) can carry continuous drain current of 8A, the peak
current flowing through each device is about 2.6A at the end of charging. Output rectifier
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Experimental results are presented in this section to cross verification with simulation
results. In Figure.4.4 presented the voltage profile of load capacitor, in which the load
capacitor is charged to 200V.

(a)

(b)

Figure.4.4: Voltage profile across load capacitor (100µF) (a) Simulation (b) experimental
It is observed that the load capacitor (100µF) charged to 200V in 100ms. Simulation result
has been presented in Figure.4.4a and experimental result is presented in Figure.4.4b.
It is already been discussed in the previous chapter that when it operated at a constant
switching frequency which is also equal to the resonant frequency provides constant current
and soft switching. It is explained with the help of current gain plot in the previous chapter.
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Current flowing through load is constant (200mA) from starting to the end of charging is
shown in Figure.4.5.

Figure.4.5: Current through load capacitor (100µF)

(a)

(b)
Figure.4.6: Current through resonant inductor (Lr1) (a) Simulation, (b) Experimental
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This current will not change for any load capacitor, unless the load capacitor in comparable
with second resonant capacitor value (47nF). The load capacitor value is at least 10 times
greater than 47nF. Current profile through resonant inductor Lr1 is shown in Figure.4.6 to
verify the peak current both in simulation as well as in experimental.

Scale X-axis 1unit = 20us
Y-axis 1 unit = 5V (Orange)
= 50V (Pink)
0

Inverter out put voltage (V) )
(Pink)

Current through Lr1 (A)
(Orange)

(a)

Time (s)

(b)

Figure.4.7: Inverter output voltage vs current through Lr1 to verify ZCS
(a) Simulation (b) Experimental
A current transformer (CT) with turn’s ratio 10 has been used to measure current through Lr1,
wherein 10Ω resistor burden has been used. The voltage obtained across burden is 2.4V
(shown in Figure.4.6b). So, the current through burden becomes 0.24A, but when it referred
to primary it is equivalent to 2.4A. This is the current flowing through Lr1 is in comparable
with 2.5A which is obtained from simulation (shown in Figure.4.6a).
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The current obtained in the experimental is not exactly equal to simulation due to the
presence of lead inductance. Zero current switching (ZCS) is nothing but turn off action in
controlled switch of inverter stage of CCPS is takes place when current through the switch is
zero. Device conduction during +ve half cycle and –ve half cycle is shown in Figure.4.2.The
current becomes zero in the circuit when switching frequency equal to resonant frequency. At
this condition the circuit becomes resistive in nature, so the inverter output voltage and
current through the resonant inductor (Lr1) are in same phase. In the design the switching
frequency has been chosen as 25 kHz and its time period becomes 40µs, so the current
becomes zero after every 20µs. For every 20µs switches will get turn on and turn off.
Simulation and experimental results were shown in Figure.4.7. Zero voltage switching
obtained by making the current to flow through the anti parallel diodes of MOSFET switches
M1 and M2 and the operation explained on the basis of current wave form is shown in
Figure.4.9.

Figure.4.8: Current direction in each mode of ZVS
During time t1 MOSFET M1 is switched on and the current direction through the load is
shown in Figure.4.8a. When the switch M1 is turned off current still in the same direction but
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the circuit completes through CDC2 and diode (D2) and resonant network (shown in
Figure.4.8b) by adjusting the dead time between M1 and M2. During the time t3 when
MOSFET M2 is switched on and the current direction through the resonant network is
reversed as shown in Figure.4.8c, during the time t4 diode (D1) of MOSFET (M1) get forward
biased after turning off the switch M2 the current through the resonant network is still in same
direction and circuit completes through load CDC1, resonant network and diode (D1) (shown

Scale X-axis 1unit = 5us (Orange)
Y-axis 1 unit = 10V (Blue & PInk)

0
M1 ON

M2 ON
D2
ON
t2

D1
ON
t1
D1
ON

t3

t4

PWM Pulses of M1 and M2
(Blue and pink)

Current through Lr1 (A)
(Orange)

in Figure.4.8d) in the dead time period.

Time (s)

Figure.4.9: PWM signals for switches in the inverter stage vs current through Lr1 to verify
ZVS
Figure.4.9 describes zero voltage switching (ZVS), it can be explained by comparing PWM
pulses for MOSFET switches and current flowing through M1, M2, D1 and D2 with respect to
time. Switching action takes place in inverter switches when the voltage across the switch is
zero is shown in Figure.4.9.
Explanation is as follows, when the switch M1 is turned off the current will not become zero
immediately it tried to flow in same direction, then it chooses the path resonant network – D2
– CDC2. In the very next instant of time, when switch M2 about to start the voltage across the
switch is zero due to the conduction of anti parallel diode D2 (i.e. the switch M2 turned on at
zero voltage).On the other hand when switch M2 is turned off the current will not become
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zero immediately it tried to flows in the same direction, then it chooses the path resonant
network – D1 – CDC1. In the very next instant of time, when switch M1 about to start the
voltage across the switch is zero due to the conduction of anti parallel diode D1 (i.e. the
switch M2 turned on at zero voltage).
4.2 Development of control circuit
Control circuit design plays important role in charging applications, wherein energy storage
capacitors are charged to target voltage in a specified duration of time and discharges to the
load for a very short duration of time. Since capacitor charging power supply with resonant
network provides load independent constant current will charges the load capacitor beyond its
rated value if there is no control. If the load capacitor value changes then charging time also
changes proportionately, because the current supplied to the load is constant. In absence of
control circuit the constant current leads to failure of load capacitors due to over voltages.
In the present section the design and development features of a generalized control circuitry
has been presented, which provides control signals for semi conductor controlled switches
(IGBTs or MOSFETs etc). Energy has been transferred from source to load via high
frequency inverter circuit, so our target is to provide control signals to switches in the inverter
stage such that they should be in turned on position till the target voltage reaches. The block
diagram of the proposed control circuit is shown in Figure.4.10.
Two micro controllers, ADC (Analog to digital converter), DAC (Digital to analog converter,
comparator, PWM controller, Max232, SMPS (24V, 15V and 5V), MOXA (Electrical to
optical and vice versa) and industrial PC has been used in the development of control circuit.
Initially a program has been dumped in to the master and slave micro controller. A ladder
program runs on industrial PC with three controlled variables and one measurement variable.
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Figurre.4.10: Block diagram of control circuit
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master controller through MAX232 IC. The pre loaded programmed in the master controller
runs and generates two signals, one is for PC the other is for slave controller. The preloaded
programme in slave controller generates four signals, one is for PWM IC, second is for DAC
IC, third for dump contactor and fourth for mains contactor. Signal for mains contactor will
enables the contactor to close and the power flows from input mains. The signal generated for
PWM IC is a timing signal which is directly given on shut down pin of PWM IC. The free
running PWM IC generate pulses with time period equal to switching frequency for time
duration specified on shut down pin. The signal which generated for dump contactor enables
the dump contactor to dump the energy stored in load capacitor to dummy load in emergency.
The signal generated for DAC will set the value of target voltage obtained from slave
controller in digital form.
Comparator block consist of a differential amplifier which takes the signal from DAC and
isolation amplifier and compares. The generated error is given to both master and slave
controller simultaneously. Isolation amplifier provides isolation between feedback network
and low power electronics. Feedback network obtain the signal from lower arm resistor of
voltage divider circuit through isolation amplifier. Analog to digital converter (ADC) IC will
get the signal from isolation transformer and converted into digital, which continuously poles
to master controller. Master controller senses this digital signal and it gives the signal to PC
to display the charged voltage in voltage meter.
The loop continues till the error generated by the comparator is zero, it means that the voltage
across load capacitor reaches to the target voltage the loop continues. In this loop slave
controller, PWM controller, comparator, DAC, isolation amplifier and feedback network are
working simultaneously. The generated PWM signals are used to turn on and turn off the
controlled switches in the inverter stage. The energy transferred to the load from source
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happens in each switching cycle. As an when voltage across load capacitor reaches to target
voltage PWM signals for switches in the inverter stage got removed.
Summary
The first 4th order resonant topology shown in Figure.3.2 has been chosen to verify the basic
operation of 4th order resonant topology for constant current application. A prototype based
20J/s capacitor charging power supply has been developed and tested with 100 µF capacitor.
A half bridge inverter has been utilized to get square wave voltage with switching frequency
of 25 kHz. The proposed topology achieved load independent constant current and soft
switching when switching frequency is equal to the resonant frequency. Zero voltage
switching and zero current switching achieved experimental at 26 kHz. The test set up has
been tested for a voltage of 200V with 75V DC input. A generalized control scheme has been
developed to provide control signals for switches in the high frequency inverter stage of
capacitor charging power supply. Input signals obtained from human interface (HMI), such as
set voltage, set charging time and set load capacitor value. Micro controller generates the
timing signal to free running pulsed width modulator (PWM) based on the given values in
HMI. The PWM IC provides ON/OFF signals for switches in the inverter stage to transfer
energy from input to output with cycle time equivalent to switching frequency. In addition
controller takes the interrupts from feedback and generates timing signal according to the
error generated at the output of differential amplifier.
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Chapter-5
Validation with various pulsed power
systems
The development features of different rated CCPS are implemented with 4th order resonant
converters and validated with experimental results.
5.1 Development of CCPS for power modulator applications to study spark gap
recovery times
Highly pressurized spark gaps are adopted in the area of pulsed power technology to generate

high intensity pulses. The main limitation with spark gap technology is its repetition rate.
Spark gap recovery times varies from gas to gas, even if they recovered fast the limitation
comes at the source end.
5.1.1 Design features
A fourth order CLCL resonant converter topology has been utilized to design a charging
power supply for power modulator application.
Input voltage

200V

Output voltage

1 kV

J/s rating

500J/s

Load capacitor

100µF

Charging time

100ms

Table.5.1: Rating of 500J/s CCPS
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In the present design a high voltage high frequency transformer has been used to increase
voltage from 200V to 1kV. The chosen resonant converter provides constant current and soft
switching when switching frequency equal to resonant frequency. A 1kV and 500J/s constant
current charging source has been developed and tested with 100µF capacitor.
The block diagram of 4th order LCLC resonant based CCPS is shown in Figure.5.1.

Figure.5.1: Block diagram of proposed CCPS with power modulator

In the above figure low frequency input rectifier (LFIR), filter section (FS), high frequency
inverter (HFI), resonant network (RN), high voltage high frequency transformer (HVHF Tr),
high frequency output rectifier (HFOR), load section (LS), switch (SW), pulsed transformer
(PT), spark gap (SG) and control circuitry (CN). The detailed circuit diagram of power
supply with power modulator is shown in Figure.5.2.
In the present design a high voltage high frequency transformer is utilized to step up voltage
from 200V to 1kV. Effect of transformer parameters like leakage inductance and distributed
capacitance have been studied in the next section.
5.1.2 Development features
The design parameters are calculated based on the equations derived in the previous section.
Input voltage = Vdc =200V
Switching frequency = fs = 25 kHz
Charging voltage = Vload =1000V
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Cload = 100µF
J/s rating = 500J/s
The circuit diagram of CCPS with HVHF transformer is shown in Figure.5.2.

Figure.5.2: Basic schematic circuit diagram of 4th order CLCL resonant based CCPS
with feedback
Ir1

Vrms ωo Cr1 (Where Vrms= 255V)

ILoad avg

CL

dV
dt

,

tc =charging time=100ms
For charging the capacitor up-to1000V the current required,
ILoadavg
Irms
Iavg

1,

=1.11,

n

V2
V1

1000
200

n

V2
V1

5

I1
I2
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Components

No’s

Components

No’s

IGBTs (IRG4ph40KD)

4

Input rectifier module

1

DC link capacitor

Current transformer

1

(CDC=4.7mF)
Output rectifier diodes

(Ferrite core based)

1

4

SMPS (15V and 5V)

1

Gate drivers (Indigenous)

4

Load capacitor (100µF)

1

Single phase variac

1

Resonant inductors (406µH) and
203µF

1

PWM controller card

1

(RHRP30100)

Resonant capacitors
(200nF)

2

Table.5.2: Components list of 500J/s CCPS
Ir1

Vrms ωo Cr1

Cr1

138nF,

5.55

Due to non availability of exact value of capacitor (138nF) chosen a 200nF.
Cr1 = Cr2 = 200nF and
ω0

1 y
yLr1 Cr1

Where y = 1, (x
Then Lr1

Lr2
Lr1

and y

Cr2
Cr1

)

406µH and

Lr2

= 0.5Lr1

Lr2

203µH

5.1.3 Experimental set up
Developed a HVHF Tr with a turns ratio of 5, wherein a ferrite based toroidal core whose
maximum flux density is 0.2wb/m2. The input to the transformer is 200V and corresponding
output is 1kV.
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Figuree.5.3: Experrimental settup of 4th order LCLC resonant
r
toppology withh power mod
dulator
The seccond resonaant inductor has to be addjusted such
h that the whole
w
inducttance in thaat branch
should not increaase 203μH
H (After addding the leakage innductance oof high frequency
ugh first
transforrmer to Lr2.)). A currentt transformeer also deveeloped to meeasure the ccurrent throu
resonannt inductor. Experimenntal set up iss shown in Figure.5.3.
F
The propossed power supply
s
is
designeed to chargee 0.5µF cappacitor, but due to non availabilityy of this ratiing capacito
or tested
with 1000 µF capacitor.
5.1.4 Results
R
In this section presented bothh simulationn and experrimental ressults to verrify current flowing
T switch, charging
c
vooltage profiile across load
l
capacitor (100µF
F). This
throughh the IGBT
current charges thee load capaacitor (100µ
µF) to 1kV in 100ms. The load caapacitor chaarged to
1kV both in simulaation and exxperimentall in 98msec and is show
wn in Figuree.5.4.
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Voltage across load capacitor
(100uF) (V)

Scale X-axis 1unit = 20ms
Y-axis 1 unit = 100V
Simulation
Experimental

% Error = 2.09%

% Error = 7.29%

0

Time(s)(s)
Time

Figure.5.4: Voltage profile across load capacitor (100μF)
There is an error of 7.29% in the transient period and 2.09% in the steady state period. An
extra lead inductance and coupling capacitance make the 4th order CLCL resonant network
not been operated exact resonant frequency (25 kHz). The load current (1A average) has been
found mathematically in the previous section and is shown in Figure.5.5. There is some error
linearity error in transient period due to lead inductance and other reasons.

Figure.5.5: Current through load capacitor (100μF)
Current measured through the resonant capacitor (Cr1) to verify the peak current flowing
through the IGBT switch in the inverter stage of power supply. Measurement of ILr is so
important in choosing IGBT rating of high frequency inverter. If the rating in multiples of
10kJ/s, peak current consideration becomes essential in choosing IGBT switch. The
maximum current observed from simulation and experimental (Figure.5.6.) is almost same
and is nearly equivalent to 8A.
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Figure.5.6: Current profile observed through Lr1
This is because of the first resonant inductor (Lr1) and capacitor (Cr1) value. There is a large
difference between simulation and experimental results, because the calculated values can be
used in simulation but they are not achieved in experimental. So, the characteristic impedance
is differing in simulation from experimental.
5.2 Development of CCPS for solid state pulser application
Designing a high repetitive (9 kHz) constant current charging source for pulsed power system
is a challenging task for designers. A 4kV and 9 kHz repetitive charging source based on
forth order LCCL resonant topology has been designed and developed for pulser application.
A 4th order LCCL resonant topology has been utilized to provide constant current, zero
current switching when switching frequency equal to the resonant frequency (i.e. fs=fr).

Figure.5.7: Basic block diagram of charging source with pulser
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The basic block diagram for the design is shown in Figure.5.7. In the above figure LFIR is
low frequency input rectifier, FS filter section, HFI is high frequency inverter, RN is resonant
network, HVHF Tr is high voltage high frequency transformer, HFOR is high frequency
output rectifier, LS is load section, SW is switch and CN is control circuitry. The detailed
circuit diagram of power supply with power modulator is shown in Figure.5.7. HVHF
transformer leakage inductance has been utilized as a part of one of resonant inductor Lr2.
5.2.1 Development features
Development features consists various calculations to find power and resonant component
values to develop power supply. In development feature first step is to decide the load
parameters, which will be given by end user.
Input voltage

500V

Output voltage

4 kV

J/s rating

3.7 kJ/s

Load capacitor

47nF

Repetition rate

9 kHz

Table.5.3: Rating of 3.7 kJ/s CCPS
Switching frequency = fs

25 kHz

It is generally equivalent or more than audible range would be chosen
Charging voltage = 4 kV
Repetition rate = 9 kHz
Average voltage = VDC = 500V (assumed)
Load capacitor = CL
Total time = TTotal

= 47nF
1

1

Repetitionrate

9000

111µs

Total time T = Tcharging + Trefresh + Tdischarge
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Tdischarge = 1μs, Trefresh = 10μs, Tcharging = 100μs
Energy stored in the load capacitor =

1

0.376J

2CL VL 2

J/s rating of power supply becomes = energy stored / Tcharging =

0.376
100∗10 6

= 3.7 kJ/s

Data obtained from the above calculation and the current through the load capacitor is given
by
ILoad avg

CL

Turns ratio =

dV
dt
Vsec
Vpri

1.9A
=

4000
500

= 8.

Circuit diagram of CCPS with 4th order resonant converter is shown in Figure.5.8.

Figure.5.8: Typical circuit diagram of LCCL resonant based charging source
Three stage conversions have been done to transfer energy form source to the load. In the
first stage of conversion the alternating power converter to DC power by input diode rectifier,
then the DC power converted to alternating power by resonant converter and finally
alternating power converted to DC power by fast recovery high frequency diode rectifier is
shown in Figure.5.8.
The reflected current at the primary of the high frequency transformer = 8*1.9 = 15.2A
Irms = 1.11ILoad avg (Reflected primary current)
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ILr1 = 1.11*15 = 16.9A
From the equation 3.26 the resonant capacitor value found to be = Cr1 = 170nF
Due to non availability of exact value chosen the capacitor value is 200nF, which intern
increases the current through resonant inductor.
Then = Cr1

Cr2 = 200nF

The resonant inductor value becomes = Lr1= 406μH,
Lr2 = 0.5Lr1 , Lr2 = 203μH
Components

No’s

Components

No’s

IGBTs (IRG4ph40KD)

4

Input rectifier module

1

DC link capacitor
(CDC=4.7mF)
Output rectifier diodes

Current transformer

1

(Ferrite core based)

1

16

SMPS (15V and 5V)

1

Gate drivers (Indigenous)

4

Load capacitor (100µF)

1

Discharge resistors

5

Resonant inductors (406µH and
135µH)

1

Current limiting resistor

1

Single phase variac

1

(RHRP30100)

Resonant capacitors
(200nF)
PWM controller card

2
1

Table.5.4: Components list of 3.7 kJ/s CCPS
Development of resonant inductors and HVHF transformer are crucial in the design.
Transformer parameters like leakage inductance and the distributed capacitance may alter the
actual operation of resonant based charging source. Distributed capacitance should be as less
as possible while developing HVHF Tr, where as leakage inductance can be adjusted as a part
of resonant inductor. Components are to be chosen based on current carried by them and
voltage developing across them. Components used for the development of CCPS for the
current design are listed in Table.5.4.
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5.2.2 Experimental set up
A table top setup has been developed to test the high voltage solid state based.

Figure.5.9: Experimental setup with high voltage pulser
Experimental setup consisting of input rectifier, DC link capacitors, high frequency inverter
and resonant network consisting of two resonant inductors (Lr1 = 406µH and Lr2 = 135µH
after deducting leakage inductance 70µH of high frequency transformer) and two resonant
capacitors (Each of 200nF) is shown in Figure.5.9. Followed by high frequency transformer,
then high frequency fast diode rectifier unit, finally load capacitor. In this case the load is not
been grounded. Experimental set up of 3.7 kJ/s CCPS with solid state switch based pulser has
been shown in Figure.5.9. Switching signals for IGBT switches in the inverter circuit are
generated by micro controller and other peripheral ICs. The charging time is preloaded into
the controller then controller provides the timing signal to PWM generator. The free running
PWM IC generates pulsed based on switching frequency for a specified duration of time.
These PWM signals are used to provide turn on and turn off the IGBT switches in the full
bridge inverter circuit.
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5.2.3 Results
Results which are shown in this section is to verify the peak current flowing through the
IGBT switch, charging and discharging voltage profile load capacitor (47nF) with a repetition

Voltage across
Current
load capacitor
(100us) (V) throughLr1 (A)

rate (9 kHz).

Scale X-axis 1unit = 50us
Y-axis 1 unit = 5A

Scale X-axis 1unit = 50us
Y-axis 1 unit = 500V

Time (s)

Figure.5.10: Simulation results of charging voltage and current through resonant inductor
In addition discussed the various modes of operation in which zero current and zero voltage
switching is occur. The chosen load capacitor 47nF (experimental) voltage rating is only
3kV, so restricted to charge a load capacitor with a charging time up to 80µs.

Figure.5.11: Experimental results of charging voltage and current through resonant inductor
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Peak current through IGBT switch and voltage across load capacitor are shown in Figure.5.10
and 5.11. The time taken to charge load capacitor (47nF) up to 3kV will take only 80µs and it
completes it in just two cycles. Because the switching frequency is 25 kHz and equivalent
time period becomes 40µs.
The peak current flowing through IGBT switch is about 13.8A (Simulation Figure.5.10.) and
14A (Experimental Figure.5.11. i.e. 2.8*5(CT turns ratio) = 14.1A) are in comparable with
mathematical value (for 80µs charging time and 3kV charging voltage the peak current is
about 14A). The charging voltage across load capacitor is 2.8kV (experimental) is almost in
comparable with simulation and mathematical value 3kV is shown in Figure.5.10b and in
5.11.

Figure.5.12: Simulation results of charging voltage with 9 kHz repetition rate
Charging and discharging of load capacitor has been shown in Figure.5.12 to ensure the
repetition rate 9 kHz. The 9 kHz frequency time period becomes = 111µs (This includes
charging, holding and discharge timings) whose simulation result is shown in Figure.5.12.
The same wave form with 9 kHz repetition rate has been observed experimentally and is
shown in Figure.5.13.
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Figure.5.13: Experimental results of charging voltage and with 9 kHz repetition rate
Charging and discharging voltage profile across load capacitor (47nF) experimentally has
been shown in Figure.5.13. Discharging profile of load capacitor is not exactly same as that
of simulation result, because when it is discharges across load a reversal getting across load
capacitor (47nF) is shown in Figure.5.13.
5.3 Development of CCPS for 1kJ Marx based repetitive pulsed power system
Designing a reliable and compatible power supply for pulsed power applications is always a
tricky job when charging rate in multiples of 10kJ/s. A ±50kV and 45kJ/s capacitor charging
power supply based on 4th order LCLC resonant topology has been designed and developed
for repetitive Marx based system.
The typical circuit diagram of capacitor charging power supply is shown in Figure.5.14.
Number of stages involved in the power supply, schematic circuit diagram is shown in
Figure.5.14. Stage (S-1) consists of low frequency rectifier (LFIR) to convert AC to DC.
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Figure.5.14. Typical circuit diagram of LCCL resonant based charging source
In S-2 ripples are filter out in filter section (FS) by DC link capacitor and inductor, where as
in S-3 the constant DC is converted into a square wave by high frequency inverter (HFI) with
a switching frequency 25 kHz. In S-4 square wave voltage converted in to sine wave by
resonant network (RN), S-5 step up the voltage from one level to other by high voltage high
frequency transformer (HVHF), this high frequency sine wave is converted into DC by high
frequency output rectifier (HFOR) in S-6 and finally DC voltage applied to load section (LS)
where energy storage capacitor is connected (i.e. S-7).
5.3.1 Development features
Rating of the charging power supply has been given the following Table.5.5.
Input voltage

500V

Output voltage

±50 kV

J/s rating

45 kJ/s

Load capacitor

0.9µF for +ve
and 0.9µF for -ve

Repetition rate

10 Hz

Table.5.5: Rating of 45 kJ/s CCPS
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Charging voltage = Vload =100kV (+ve + -ve)
Two 0.9µF capacitors are connected as shown in Figure.2. The equivalent load capacitance
becomes 0.45µF. Where repetition rate = 10Hz (i.e. 10 cycles).
The average energy stored in the load capacitor (0.45µF) per cycle = 0.5CLV2 = 2250J
Average energy stored in the capacitor (0.45µF) per 10cycles = 2250*10 = 22500J=22.5 kJ
The peak power delivered to the load capacitor in one sec is nothing but the average energy
stored divided by charging time and it is given by
Peak power delivered to the load capacitor is the ratio of average energy per cycle to charging
time =
ILr1rms
ILavg

2250
50e 3

45kJ/s

Vrms
ωo Lr1

CL

dv
dt

(where Vrms= 450V)

, tc =charging time= 50ms, ILavg

0.45*10-6(100*103 / 50*10-3) = 0.9A

The input current flowing through resonant inductor (Lr1) is sinusoidal current. So, the rms
current is given by
IL1rms

1.11ILavg

Turn ratio, n = 200,
IL1rms = 200*0.9A = 180A = ILr1,
IL1rms = 1.11*180 = 199.8A = 200A
The peak current through resonant inductor
ILr1peak = 1.414IL1rms =1.414*200 = 283A
ILr1rms

Vrms
ωo Lr1

200 =

450
125e3 Lr1
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Lr1 = 18µF, Lr2 = 2Lr1 = 36µH.
Then ωo 2

1
Lr1 Cr1

and Cr1 = 3.54µF, Cr1 = Cr2 = 3.54µF

Components used to development of this power supply are listed in Table.5.6.
Components

No’s

Components

No’s

IGBTs

4

Input rectifier module

1

DC link capacitor
(CDC = 14mF)
Output rectifier

Current transformer

10

(Ferrite core based)

1

432

SMPS (24V,15V and 5V)

1

Gate drivers

4

Load capacitors (0.9µF)

2

Discharge resistors

5

Resonant inductors (18µH and 24µH)

1

Current limiting resistor

1

DC filter inductor

1

Control card

1

3-Ø Line filter inductors

3

Contactors

2

Diodes for soft start

6

Charging resistors for soft start

9

GUI

1

HVHF Transformer (±50kV)

1

diodes

Resonant capacitors
(3.92µF)

2

Table.5.6: Components list of 45 kJ/s CCPS
5.3.2 Experimental setup
Constant current charging source along with 10 Hz repetitive 1kJ Marx based system and
dynamic load experimental set up has been shown in Figure.5.15. Power supply has been
showed in Figure.5.16 covers four views to show how call components are managed to
accommodate. DC link capacitor (14mF) used and filter inductor (5mH) connected in the
circuit filter out ripples in the rectified output of 3-phase diode rectifier.
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Figuure.5.15: Exxperimentall setup of 455 kJ/s CCPS
S along withh 1kJ/s Marrx based sysstem

Figuree.5.16: Experimental seetup of 45 kJ/s
k (a) Fron
nt view (b) Back view (c) Left han
nd side
view (d) Right hand side view
Where
1.

HVHF trannsformer. 2.. HF diode rectifier. 3. Bleeder reesistor of DC
C link capaacitor. 4.

p
electtronics box. 5. Resonaant capacitoor. 6. Heat sink. 7. IG
GBTs. 8.
Controll and low power
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Resonant inductor. 10. Soft start. 10. 3-Phase line filters. 11. 3-Phase diode rectifier. 12. Input
fuses. 13. DC Filter inductor. 14. DC link capacitors
A semikron make diode mono blocks are used to design 3-Phase input diode rectifier whose
RMS line current is 80A. Infenion make 1200V, 800A IGBTs are used and connected in Hfashion to form a full bridge high frequency inverter. A HVHF transformer with a switching
frequency of 20 kHz has been developed in the laboratory to provide ±50kV voltage at the
output. The core details are OD = 100mm, ID = 55mm, height = 20mm and effective core
area = 436mm2 with maximum flux density of 0.2wb.Fast recovery diodes used in the design
are BYM26E, whose voltage and current ratings are 1kV (reverse recovery voltage) and 2A
forward carrying current.
5.3.3 Energy density
Energy density is a physical parameter, which describes the power supply size and weight. A
good designer looks into the compactness, cost, rugged and proper protection for power
supply when interfaced with high dynamic loads. In the present design the average energy
already been calculated in the previous section as 22.5kJ/s. A 28*28*72 inch rack has been
used to accommodate all the power components and control circuitry etc.
Volume of the supply in m3 = (70*10-2) (70*10-2) (180*10-2)
Volume of the supply in m3 = 0.882m3
Energy density = Average energy/volume = 22.5*103/0.882
Energy density = 25.53kJ/s per m3
5.3.4 Results
In this section presented the results obtained from experimental to verify various factors such
as charging voltage, peak current thorough IGBT’s and soft switching of IGBT switches.
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(a)

(b)
Figure.5.17: Charging voltage profile across load capacitor (0.9µF)
(a) +ve charging (b) –ve charging
Charging profile across 0.9μF for both (+ve and –ve) are showed separately in Figure.5.17a
and 5.17b. The experimental set up has been tested with 0.9μF both for +ve and –ve to charge
40kV in 40ms at the time of writing this paper is shown in Figure.5.17. There is reversal of
same amount of reversal getting across the load capacitor, since the load connected to the
pulsed power system is a highly dynamic in nature.
The power supply designed for ±50 kV but tested up to 40 kV due to limitation of capacitor
rating. Both 0.9 µF capacitors are charge to +ve 40 kV and –ve 40 kV simultaneously.
Current through resonant inductor is monitored and is shown in Figure.5.18.This current
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profile is to identify how much peak current flowing through the IGBT switches in the
inverter circuit. The current measurement has been done with the help of current transformer

Current through Lr1 (A)

(CT).

Figure.5.18: Current profile through resonant inductor (Lr1)
The current flowing through the resonant inductor (Lr1) is nothing but the current carried by
each IGBT switch in the inverter circuit. A 1:120 CT with a burden of 2Ω is used to measure
the current. It is observed that 3.8V is the peak voltage getting across 2Ω resistor is shown in
Figure.5.18.
It means 1.9A current flows through the load resistor. The equivalent current flowing through
primary winding of CT is 70 times of 1.9A from turn’s ratio.
Current through burden = 3.8/2
=1.9 A,
Then, the current through primary of CT = Current through Lr1
ILr1= 1.9*120
ILr1= 228 A
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Figure.5.19: Voltage profile across 0.9µF capacitor (+ve) with 5Hz repetition rate
So, the maximum peak current flowing through IGBT is 228A. Charging and discharging
profile across load capacitor (0.9µF for +ve) with a repetition rate 5Hz has been in
Figure.5.19. The difference between two pulses is 200ms, which means 5Hz repetition rate.
The charging voltage is 13kv and the voltage reflection is also about 11 to 13kV when energy
storage capacitor discharges across BWO.
5.3.5 Soft switching
In practical the resonant frequency is not equal to the switching frequency, because practical
resonant inductor value won’t match with calculated value.

Figure.5.20: Current through Lr1 vs inverter output voltage to verify ZCS
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One should need to adjust the switching frequency such that it nearly equal to the resonant
frequency. The time period of 20 kHz switching frequency (fs) is equal to 50µs, but the
switching period of resonant frequency obtained experimentally as 46µs, it means the
resonant frequency (fr) becomes ≈ 21.5kHz. At this frequency achieved the ZCS, is shown in
Figure.5.20 where M-1 and M-2 are the operating modes. In M-1 IGBT switches 1 and 3 get
turned on, then current flows from source to load via IGBT 1 and 3. When current becomes
zero the other two switches will get turned on, then current flows from source to load via
switches 2 and 4. This operation repeated in next cycles unless the load capacitor reaches its
specified value.

Figure.5.21: Current through Lr1 vs PWM controlling signals for IGBTs in the inverter circuit
to verify ZVS
Zero voltage switching (achieved by adjusting the dead time dead time between two PWM
signals which are used to turn on two IGBT switches of same leg. There are 4 common mode
modes are possible in ZVS operation which is shown in Figure.5.21. In Mode-1 (M-1) IGBT
switches (S1 and S3) are in conduction whereas their respective diodes (D1 and D3) are in off
state. When control signals for switches (S1 and S3) are removed the switches get turn off but
the current won’t become zero instantly, the current still in same direction but the path is
different.
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In this is Mode (i.e. M-2) diodes (D2 and D4) are forward biased and get turned on. At this
instant switches (S2 and S4) are turned on and the voltage across these devices is zero because
their respective diodes in conduction. In Mode-3 (M-3) IGBT switches (S2 and S4) are in
conduction whereas their respective diodes (D2 and D4) are in get turned off.
When control signals for switches (S2 and S4) are removed the switches get turn off but the
current won’t become zero instantly, the current still in the same direction but it flows in
different path. In M-4 diodes (D1 and D3) are get forward biased. At this instant of time the
voltage across switches (S1 and S3) is zero and they get turned on, this cycle repeats for
further (M-1 to M-4). In this types of power supply ZVS is more preferable compared to
ZCS, because the switches get sufficient time get turn on and turn off. It avoids leg dead short
circuit in the inverter stage.
5.4 Comparative analysis of 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converters
In this section an attempt has been made to simulate 2nd, 3rd and 4th order resonant converter
based capacitor charging source for 1kJ Marx based repetitive pulsed power system to verify
various parameters. Observed the peak current flowing through the resonant inductor (Lr or
Lr1) in case of series LC, parallel LC, LCL-T and LCLC resonant based CCPS. The design
input parameters have been taken from Table.5.5. Equations showed in chapter 3 have been
used to find out the values of resonant components (inductor and capacitor).
Simulation has been done in ORCAD simulation tool and the circuit is shown in Figure.5.22.
Capacitor charging power supply with series LC, parallel LC, LCL-T and LCLC resonant
converters are connected and simulated separately. Important parameters are listed in
Table.5.7 to make comparison between series LC, parallel LC, LCL-T and LCLC resonant
converter based CCPS. This table confirms why fourth order resonant converter based CCPS
is superior to all other resonant (second order and third order) converter based CCPS.
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Figure.5.22: Simulation circuit of CCPS for comparative analysis
S.
No.

Parameters

Series LC

Parallel LC

LCL-T

LCLC

1

Number of
components

2

2

3

4

2

Peak currents
through the IGBT
switches

705A
(approx)

(2/3)rd of series
LC

(3/7)th of
series LC

(3/7)th of
series LC

3

DC Blocking

Present

Absent

Absent

Present

4

Complexity

Less

Less

Little

More
complex

5

Resonant Inductor

5µH

15.5µH

18µH

6

Resonant Capacitor

2µF

4.32µF

3.52µH

3.52µF

8

ZCS

fr ≥ 2fs

fr=fs

fr=fs

fr=fs

Table.5.7: Comparison table
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complex

18µH
36µH

Peak current flowing through the switch is very high in case of series LC, so handling of this
current needs parallel operation of switches. In addition thermal management to remove heat
caused due to high conduction in switches of inverter stage is so difficult, in addition overall
size of power supply increases. Peak currents are less in case of parallel LC and LCL-T
networks but they suffer from part load efficiency and lack of DC blocking. Part load
efficiency is, at particular load ranges the current tries to flow from the switches and it will
not be contributing to the load. So, the energy is wasted and efficiency is decreases.
In parallel resonant converter based CCPS, whenever the load is below certain value the
efficiency of power supply is very low due to circulating currents. These circulating currents
increases losses in the controlled switches of H-bridge inverter I.e. conduction losses are high
due to circulating currents). To control the resonant converter, it needs to be small signal
analysed. Once we get the small signal the dynamic ratio from output current to duty cycle
will be achieved and then PID controller will be used to control and stabilize the loop. The
extended describing functions are the method to derive the small signal analysis.
Summary
A 1kV and 500J/s constant current power supply developed to study spark gap recovery times
based on proposed CLCL resonant topology to study the recovery characteristics of spark gap
in various gases. Peak current of 8A obtained through IGBT switches in the inverter stage,
are verified in simulation as well as in experimental, which are in comparable with that of
mathematical result (i.e. 7.85A).
A 4kV, 9 kHz repetitive constant current charging power supply for solid state switch based
pulser application. Voltage profile across load capacitor (47nF) with a repetition rate of 9
kHz has been monitored in both simulation and through experimental. A high charging rate
capacitor charging power supply has been developed based on fourth topology shown in
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Figure.3.2 for repetitive Marx based system. Capacitor charging power supply with a peak
charging rate of 45kJ/s, ±50 kV has been developed for repetitive Marx based system. The
power supply successfully interfaced and tested with 5Hz repetition rate with 10Hz repetitive
Marx based system.
Summarized various parameters like number of resonant components, complexity,
characteristic impedance, condition for zero current switching and DC blocking in case of
series LC, parallel LC, LCL-T and LCLC resonant converter based CCPS. Concluded that the
series LC resonant based CCPS is not a suitable CCPS for pulsed power applications in terms
of size, thermal management, cost and efficiency. Parallel LC and LCL-T resonant based
CCPS are not been attractive due to lack of DC blocking and part load efficiency. On other
hand 4th order resonant based CCPS is more suitable for higher rating in all means like cost,
size, efficiency and DC blocking.
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Chapter-6
Protection and control features
Designing a reliable and compatible power supply for pulsed power applications is always a
difficult job when charging rate in multiples of 10kJ/s. one should aware of its protection
against various problems when interfaced with pulsed power system and operating with a
highly dynamic loads. Most of the power supplies suffer from protection when they are
interfaced with highly dynamic loads.
6.1 Protection
Protection for charging power supply is needed both in charging as well in discharging when
power supply inter faced with highly dynamic loads. Protection facilitated in charging period
formally known as primary protection, where as in discharging period is called as secondary
protection. Further these two are classified into the following
1. Primary protection
 Short circuit protection
 Over voltage protection
 Arc protection
 Thermal protection
 Protection for false triggering
 Short circuit protection of switch in the inverter stage
 dv/dt protection
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2. Secondary protection
 Radiated noise
 Conducted noise
6.1.1 Primary protection
This protection is a basic protection for any power supply, in which the protection has been
provided to components of power supply when load capacitor in charging condition.
6.1.1.1 Short circuit protection
Short circuit protection can be achieved by choosing proper resonant topology; with this
topology one can achieve constant current at a particular operating condition. It means the
load capacitor does not draw short circuit current from the mains, wherein the current drawn
from the source purely depends on the impedance offered by the resonant network.
6.1.1.2 Over voltage protection
Over voltage is controlled during charging itself, it means the feedback network continuously
monitor the voltage across the load capacitor. Control signals have been generated for
switches in the inverter stage based error signal generated by comparator.
6.1.1.3 Arc protection
Arc protection at the load end can be achieved by proper connection of load terminals at the
output (i.e. high voltage and ground terminals are isolated properly).
6.1.1.4 Thermal protection
Thermal protection can be achieved by choosing proper heat sink which can dissipate heat
loss uniformly. Forced air cooling with blower makes the system at comfortable condition
without over heating of switches of inverter stage. Since, most of the losses in the power
supply take place in the inverter stage itself. So, a proper heat sink has to be chosen to
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dissipate heat. Cooling for other components can be achieved by heat extraction method like
using exhaust fans and are arranged in various places to remove heat.
6.1.1.5 Protection against false triggering
This protection is one of the important protections in the power supply, because false
triggering of switches in the inverter stage leads to unwanted charging of load capacitor or
else it may leads to failure of switches in the inverter stage. False triggering can be overcome
only with the gate drivers which are used to provide control signals for switches. Suitable
gate driver should have the capability to protect against these kinds of problems. If a pulsed
whose pulsed duration is less than a particular value (mentioned in the datasheet) cannot turn
on the switch, rather it generates an error signal. Gate driver (SKHI 10/17R) is such kind of
driver is suitable for these kinds of applications.
6.1.1.6 Short circuit protection of switch in the inverter stage
Short circuit protection protects the controlled switches in the inverter stage of CCPS. It
means that if due to any reason the collector-emitter (CE) terminals of IGBT switch is
shorted the IGBT should not get turn on. The chosen gate driver (SKHI 10/17R) continuously
monitors the collector-emitter (CE) of switch in the inverter stage. If due to any reason the
CE terminals are shorted then gate driver generates an error signal and it won’t provide the
control signals at the GE terminals of IGBT switch in the inverter stage. A gate driver
selection plays an important role in protecting power supply from various problems.
6.1.1.7 dv/dt protection
This protection is necessary for each device in the inverter stage. More popularly RCD
snubbers are used to protect the device. A sudden rise in the voltage across switch in the
inverter stage may leads to the failure of switch. The sudden change in voltage occurs due to
the energy storage elements like lead inductances. The whole energy of lead inductance
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appears across switch for very short duration of time with high rise time. At this instant of
time the snubber capacitor comes into picture and stores the energy through diode, intern the
device protected from dv/dt. The device when it is in conduction mode the stored energy in
the snubber capacitor dissipates across snubber resistor.
6.1.2 Secondary protection
Secondary protection plays important role in the power supply design, most of the times many power
supplies are lacks in providing protection against noise generated in the system due to highly dynamic
loads. Pulsed power systems with highly dynamic loads like klystron, backward oscillator (BWO) and
magnetron generates highly dynamic noise in the power supply. This dynamic noise leads to frequent
failure of IGBT switches in the inverter stage of power supply. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is
a combination of conducted noise and radiated noise [88,89]. As per international standards conducted
noise frequency range is ≤ 30 MHz where as radiated frequency range is > 30MHz. In the present

scenario the differential mode EMI is not much problematic compared to common mode
EMI. Because the chosen resonant topology playing important role in attenuating differential
mode EMI. That means the fourth order resonant converter act as low pass filter for
differential mode EMI.
On the other side the common mode EMI which is existing between live conductor and
ground is not much attenuated. It is depending on the copper shielding which we are
providing between primary and secondary of high voltage and high frequency transformer.
So, there is limitation in keeping these sheets between primary and secondary. So, up to some
extent the amplitude of common mode EMI can be reduced and it should be within the rating
of IGBT switch in the inverter stage of H-bridge.
6.1.2.1 Radiated noise
Radiated noise can be arrested by keeping low power electronic circuits in a closed metal box
provided that the metal box properly grounded. The noise propagated to the inverter stage
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from load via output diode rectifier, high voltage, high frequency transformer and resonant
network. Due to this noise the voltage across IGBT switch in the inverter stage increases
above its rated value and leads to the failure controlled device.
Semi conductor switches (IGBTs) which are available in the market are of 3300 A, 1700V
when operated at 25º C ambient temperature and 60 kHz switching frequency. But these
devices have less trr (reverse recovery time). Instead the power electronic designers using low
current high trr IGBT devices to handle high power (series and parallel combination IGBTs)
and to achieve targeted rating.
6.1.2.2 Conducted noise
Conducted noise is a sub class of EMI and it is again sub-categorized into two so called
differential mode (DM) noise, as measured between the power feed and its return path.
Common mode (CM) noise is measured between each power line and to the ground.
Contributors to these two modes are inherent to the basic operation of a switching mode
power supply. Out of these two noises conducted noise is more vulnerable for the power
supply compared to radiated noise. Highly dynamic loads are main victims for the generation
of noise. The above two mentioned noise are basically subclass of electromagnetic
interference (EMI), some of the mitigating techniques are discussed in the further section.
6.1.3 EMI mitigation techniques
Power supply when operated at high frequency (Typically > 20 kHz) may undergo different
electromagnetic interferences (EMI). Some of the EMI mitigation techniques are listed below
 EMI Filter
 Soft switching
 Compensation
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 Snubbers
 EMC solutions
6.1.3.1 EMI Filter
Adopting EMI filter in a power circuit is a common technique to meet the international
standards in power supplies [90] and it is a higher in cost. There are several active and
passive filtering solutions have been introduced previously for EMI solutions [92]. This
active and passive filter will collectively used to reduce the effects due to common mode and
differential mode noise.

Figure.6.1: Typical EMI filter network
The main objective of these kinds of filtering circuits to sense the current and given to a
compensation network to minimise the higher order frequencies through RC branch
connected to power supply. A commonly used EMI filter is shown in Figure.6.1. In the figure
one can see that the filter inductor and capacitor forms a low pass filter to attenuate high
frequency components. Two line impedance stabilization network (LISN) has been used to
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handle CM. CM noise will be getting between lines to ground and neutral to ground, so it
needs two LISN networks. The abbreviation of LISN is line impedance stabilization network.
It is used to provide precise impedance at the supply of any equipment which is going to test.
Another important function of an LISN is to prevent the high-frequency noise of the power
source from coupling in the system. It acts as a low pass filter, which provides high
impedance to the outside Radio frequency (RF) noise while allowing the low-frequency
power to flow through to the equipment which is going to test. DM is appearing across lines
(i.e. line to neutral), one set of inductor and capacitor combination can handle DM
effectively. The signal is brought out with Bayonet Neil-Concelman (BNC) cable and
connected to spectrum analyzer to verify the signal frequencies. The noise present in the line
wire is the addition of CM and Dm, where as noise present in the neutral is the difference of
CM and DM.
6.1.3.2 Soft switching
Soft switching technique is another way to overcome EMI generated due to hard switching.
Soft switching of semi conductor devices reduces dv/dt and di/dt to a very low level to effects
related to EMI due to hard switching has been studied in [93-95]. Comparison soft and hard
switching has been done previously come out with how EMI got reduced with soft switching
[96-98]. Soft switching circuits are more capable of reducing EMI, but some of the topologies
may not reach the EMC standards. In addition by employing extra elements leads to
generation of EMI.
6.1.3.3 Compensation
The main objective of this method is to reduce the effect due to common mode noise, in this
technique the leakage current flowing through the earth wire or common mode voltage got
minimized [ 99 - 100 ]. An auxiliary circuit has been added in the power section for
compensation of noise that may be achieved with either active of passive. Active
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compensation is costlier than passive, so designers prefer passive compensation compared to
active compensation. Proper selection of component values leads to a reduction in leakage
current. This method can cancel the oscillatory ground current, even though a small amount
of ground current still remains [101]. The CM passive cancellation technique [102] replaces
the boost converter inductor with an anti-phase transformer. This technique influence the CM
EMI whose frequency spectrum in the range of 20MHz. A DSP based digital active
cancellation technique applied to the converter input with closed lope control to reduce the
effect of CM EMI of 10 MHz frequency spectrum [103].
6.1.3.4 Snubber and clamp
EMI mitigation has been achieved with an auxiliary circuit connected in the power circuit to
minimize the effect of dv/dt and di/dt. Traditionally, Snubbers are divided into passive and
active circuits. Snubber’s decreases noise, on the other simultaneously increases the power
dissipation and yield efficiency reduction. Different active and passive snubbers have been
employed previously in various circuits in EMI mitigation [104-106]. All these kinds of
circuits are complex and cost effective methods. A loss less snubber has some advantages
such as providing zero voltage switching (ZVS) for the main switch by transferring the
recovered energy to the source and load by controlling dv/dt of the switch. The energy
transferred to the snubber capacitor (Cs) during the off-time, intern eliminates the ringing.
More popular resistor-capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber circuits can be used to transfer energy
from main switching element to the snubber capacitor.
6.1.3.5 PCB layout and placement optimization
Printed circuit boards (PCB) consists of various electronic components laid side by side. The
layout of PCB and placement of components significantly influences on both conducted and
radiated EMI. Layers, tracks and components must be optimized to reach EMC standards
[107-108]. In recent years so many computer aided design CAD tools are available in the
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market for to design effective PCBs [109-111]. Software CAD tools for simulating signal
integrity (Hyperlynx from Mentor Graphics) and PCB parasitic extraction (Maxwell Q3D
from Ansoft) have been developed which can help power electronic system designers to deal
with EMC in the PCB design stage. In some cases ferrite beads also used in the circuits for
EMI mitigation in some cases in power boards [112-113].Proper shielding (like enclosing all
PCB in a metal box and grounding) grounding are also a good practice in arresting the noise
and it passes to the ground.
Pins of electronic components on PCB will acts as antennas, which can catch the high
frequency radiated noise signals very easily. Some more ways one can handle EMI effective
using parasitic cancellation, balance approach and interleaving. These techniques are not
much effective in handling EMI and at the same time they are more complex and may not be
used in most of the cases, more on these techniques literature is present in [114-120].
The above mentioned EMI mitigation techniques come in cost of complex, extra elements,
extra circuits and they are costlier. So, the deeper analysis has been carried out to draw more
advantages from the proposed 4th order resonant converter structure which has already been
discussed in the previous chapters.
The 4th order resonant network which is already discussed in chapter 3 provides load
independent constant current and soft switching in the forward direction. Simultaneously it
will act as a low pass filter for differential mode noise in the opposite direction. In another
way this differential mode noise can be overcome by adding auxiliary circuits in the power
supply. Common mode noise can be overcome by incorporating faraday shielding between
primary and secondary of HVHF transformer. Mathematical analysis has been carried out in
the further sections to see prove proposed 4th order resonant network overcomes the effect of
DM noise and how faraday shielding can overcome CM noise in experimentally.
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6.1.4 Conducted noise analysis and protection of 45 kJ/s and ± 50 kV LCLC resonant
based CCPS
6.1.4.1 Analysis of conducted EMI in CCPS
Development features of chosen 45 kJ/s, 10 Hz and ± 50 kV repetitive LCLC resonant based
CCPS have already been discussed in chapter 5. When pulsed power system discharges all its
energy to the highly dynamic loads like klystron, vircator, backward oscillator (BWO) and
magnetron for very short duration of time, generates noise. This noise is the combination of
both radiated and conducted.
Radiated noise does not create much problem to the charging system and it can be handled by
keeping all low power electronic circuits in a grounded closed metal box. On the other hand,
handling of conducted noise (common mode and differential mode) is much difficult in
power supply. Conducted noise generated at the load end induces common mode current
(ICM) and differential mode voltage (VDM) in to power supply is shown in Figure.6.2.
The generated conducted noise has been carried to the inverter stage from load via output
diode rectifier, high voltage high frequency (HVHF) transformer and resonant network.
Voltages across insulated gate bi-polar transistor (IGBT) switch increases to above its rated
value due to noise which leads to failure of IGBT. IGBT switches which are available in the
market are of 3300 A, 1700V when operated at 25º C ambient temperature and 60 kHz
switching frequency. But these devices are having less trr, instead one can use series-parallel
combination to meet the requirements.
In the circuit, CC is the coupling capacitance between primary and secondary, CCG is the
capacitance between cores to chassis, VN1 and VN2 are noise voltages, ICM is the current due
to common mode current and VDM is the differential mode voltage. Due to VN2 common
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mode current (ICM) has been generated and VN1 differential mode voltage (VDM) has been
generated in the circuit.

Figure.6.2: Circuit diagram of power supply with parasitic capacitance without faraday
shielding
In the present paper concentrated to minimize the effect of common mode and differential
mode noise by incorporating faraday shielding between primary and secondary of HVHF
transformer and with LCLC low pass filter. Noise is generated in the system when load
capacitor discharges all its energy to the dynamic load for very short duration of time. Due to
this noise the voltage across CE terminals of IGBT (VCE) switch in the inverter stage
increases beyond its specified rated value (i.e. 1700 V typically as per manufacturer’s data).
It may lead to the failure of IGBT. This conducted noise is carried to CE terminals of IGBT
via coupling capacitance of HVHF transformer. More about EMI generation, effect and
optimization has already been discussed in [13].
6.1.4.2 Effect of common mode noise on IGBT
To understand the effect of common mode noise on the IGBT switch in the inverter stage
used Kirchoff,s voltage law (KVL). The effective voltage across collector emitter terminals
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of IGBT switch found from loop 2 is shown in Figure.6.3b. The common mode current (ICM)
flows through two loops, first loop CCG1 – CC – CCG2 and the second loop is CCG2– CCG3 –
CCE. Where CCG is the capacitance between live conductor and ground, CC is the coupling
capacitance between primary and secondary of HVHF transformer and CCE is the collectoremitter capacitance. As an when noise generated ICM flows in loop 1 is shown in Figure.6.3a
and charges capacitor CCG2 through CC. The same ICM flows through loop 2 shown in
Figure.6.3b charges CCE through CCG3.

Figure.6.3: Common mode current (ICM) to find the effective voltage across CE terminals of IGBT

The amount of voltage developed across CCG2 depends on CC, whereas the amount of voltage
developed across CCE depends on CCG3. In general CCG values are very less (Typically in pF
range), so the maximum amount of voltage drops takes across them. But if CCG3 value is in
the range of CCE value, nearly equal amount of voltage appears across both CCG3 and CCE.
This increment in voltage across CCE leads to damage of IGBT due to over voltage. Typical
value is 1700V voltage, if the voltage exceeds this values IGBT will leads to failure.
One can overcome this issue by providing shielding between primary and secondary of
HVHF transformer, which is shown in Figure.6.4, this leads to reduction in the value of CC.
This means, by reducing CC value, the voltage drop across CC such that the voltage appearing
across CCG2 is minimum. The reduction in the voltage across CCG2 leads to reduction in the
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voltage across CCE. The overall concept of introducing shielding primary and secondary of
HVHF transformer is to reduce the ratio between CC and CCE as lower as compared to the
previous value (i.e. ratio before inserting shielding).

Figure.6.4: Circuit diagram of power supply with parasitic capacitance with faraday shielding
Reduction in the value of CC blocks more voltage, so the maximum voltage drop appears
across CC and a negligible (or minimum) amount of voltage drop appears across CE terminals
of IGBT (VCE). The equivalent circuit diagram with faraday shielding is shown in Figure.6.5.
To make clear that how much amount of reduction in common mode voltage magnitude has
been explained with the help of Bode diagram.

Figure.6.5: Topological structure of LCLC network with high frequency transformer
parameters
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(1/sCce) = Collector to emitter capacitance of IGBT switch, sLr1 = Resonant capacitor, (1/sCr1)
= Resonant capacitor, sLr2 = Resonant inductor, (1/sCr2) = Resonant capacitor, (1/sC1) =
Winding capacitance of primary, sL1 = Leakage inductance of primary, sL21 = Leakage
inductance of secondary referred to primary, sLm = Magnetizing inductance, (1/sCc) =
Capacitance between primary and secondary, (1/sC21) = Capacitance of secondary reflected to
primary and (1/sC1L) = Load capacitor reflected to primary.
Cce = 3nF (2.7nF from data sheet for chosen IGBT), Lr1 = 18µH, Cr1 = 3.54µF, Lr2 = 26µH, Cr2
= 3.54µF, C1=2nF, L1 = 12µH, L21 = 5.4nH, Lm = 0.45mH, Cc = 0.1nF-5nF, C21 =2.6µF and C1L
= 18mF.
To draw bode diagram the total circuit is solved for gain (nothing but the ratio between
voltages due to noise to the voltage across CE terminal of IGBT, in which the circuit is
realized with all parameters including HVHF transformer parameters (experimentally
measured quantities). Topological structure of the circuit is shown in the Figure.6.5.
WhereV1 = Reversal voltage and Veq = Voltage across equivalent reactance offered by the
combination 1/sCce, sLr1, 1/sCr1, sLr2, 1/sCr2 and 1/sC1. The voltage gain of the circuit shown is
given by
Veq
V1

s
2

2

s Lr1 Cr1 Cce Cc

s6

Cr1 Cce Cc s

Cce

2

Lr1 Cr1 2 Cce Cc

2

Lr1 Cr1 Cce

2

2

. . . (6.1)

As per industrial standards, up to 30 MHz range frequency are considered as conducted noise
and above 30 MHz are called as radiated noise. So, the point of interest is in the frequency
varying from 10 MHz to 30 MHz. Magnitude and phase plots are drawn for Equation.6.1 for
various coupling capacitor values is shown in Figure.6.6.
Results reveal that, there is no reduction in magnitude (i.e. 0dB shown in Figure.6.6a.) for CC
value of 5nF. But, if CC value in between 5nF to 10pF observed a considerable reduction in
the magnitude has been observed in Figure.6.6.
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Figure.6.66: Magnitudde and phasee plot for eqquation 6.1
Noise voltage
v
maggnitude can be reducedd further if the ratio beetween CC tto CCE is sm
maller as
possiblee. It meanss, lower thee value of CC, better the attenuaation can bbe achieved
d. In the
present design, thee CC value got
g reducedd from 5nF to nearly 10pF after pproviding sh
hielding.
The maaximum redduction in gain
g
is achieved with 10pF couplling capacittor (i.e. -10
0dB gain
obtained 10pF couupling capaccitor is show
wn in Figuree.6.6d)
The gaiin in dB is given
g
by 20llog10 (Veq/V
V1) = -10dB
B at 10MHz frequency.
If V1=22kV (Peak) then
t
Veq becomes 500V
V with 10pF
F.
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6.1.4.3 Effect of differential mode noise on IGBT
Differential mode noise is generated between any two live wires in the system. The
differential noise increases the voltage across IGBT (VCE) beyond its rated value, which
intern leads to the failure of IGBT. Proper protection can overcome failure of IGBT against
differential noise. More frequently series LC resonant based capacitor charging power supply
suffers with this kind of noise. The proposed CCPS has overcome differential noise with the
proposed forth order LCLC resonant converter.

Figure.6.7: Topological structure of LCLC network with CE capacitance of IGBT with
resonant network
(1/sCce) = Collector to emitter capacitance of IGBT switch, sLr1 = Resonant capacitor, (1/sCr1)
= Resonant capacitor, sLr2 = Resonant inductor, (1/sCr2) = Resonant capacitor. The proposed
LCLC resonant converter act as constant current and soft switching in the forward direction
and the same LCLC resonant converter acts as low pass filter in the reverse direction against
high frequency differential noise. The proposed LCLC filter handle this noise effectively and
reduces the voltage magnitude across IGBT (VCE) to a safe value (i.e. less than 1700V = VCE
as per manufacturers data). Topological structure for the analysis is shown in Figure.6.7.

. . . (6.2)
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Figure.6.8: Magnitude and phase plot for the equation 6.2
Effect of differential noise on the CE terminals of IGBT of inverter circuit is explained with
the help of magnitude plot as shown in Figure.6.8. This plot is drawn for the equation 5 to
verify the noise signal strength on CE terminal of IGBT switch. The voltage appearing across
primary terminals of HVHF transformer due to differential noise is the input voltage to the
network shown in Figure.6.7. This voltage got attenuated about -120dB at 100 MHz , as
shown in Figure.6.8.
V1=2kV (Peak), the gain in dB is given by 20log10 (Vce/V1) = -75dB at 100MHz frequency.
Vce= 0.4V, so this voltage does not lead to failure of IGBT in the inverter stage of power
supply which is already been discussed in section I. It means, the combination of Lr2, Cr2 and
Cr1 forms a typical low pass filter for these kinds of noises. The effect of differential noise
has been explained with help of bode diagram in the further section.
6.1.4.4 Simulation results
Simulation has been done in orcad simulation tool and the circuit shown in Figure.6.9a is to
see the effect of common mode noise and differential mode noise on CE terminals of IGBT.
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Figure.6.9: Simulation circuit to see the effect of conducted noise (a) For common mode
noise (b) For differential noise
In this circuit, the capacitance between one of the primary terminal of HVHF transformer to
the ground has been taken as 1pF. In general, it is difficult to measure capacitance between
live conductor and ground because at different points get different capacitance values. The
capacitance between collector-emitter terminals of IGBT switch has been taken as 5nF (from
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datasheet) and the noise voltage provided with a voltage pulsed generator whose pulsed width
is 100ns (equal to 10 MHz) and 2 kV peak.

(a)

(b)
Figure.6.10: Conducted noise voltage (Red) and voltage across the capacitor (Blue) [Between
one of the terminal of HVHF transformer to the ground] (a) For 10pF Cc (b) For 5nF Cc
Measured the voltage across capacitor (1pF) connected between 1st terminal of primary of
HVHF transformer to the ground with 5nF and 10pF for coupling capacitance (CC).The
voltage magnitude reduced from 1200V (peak) to 400V (peak) when CC value varied from
5nF to 10pF, is shown in Figure.6.10. The other important observation is, if the capacitance
between live conductor and ground comes in comparable with 5nF capacitor (across CE
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terminals of IGBT), then the noise voltage across collector-emitter terminals increases
further, which leads to failure of IGBT due to over voltage.

Figure.6.11: Differential noise voltage (Red) and voltage across CE terminal capacitance of
IGBT (Blue)
To control and to limit the noise voltage below the rated value of IGBT, one should provide
shielding such that the CC value is much lesser than 10pF. Effect of differential noise on
collector-emitter terminals of IGBT has been simulated and the simulation circuit is shown in
Figure.12b. The differential noise getting across primary terminals of HVHF transformer is
applied to the LCLC resonant network and observed the effect on collector-emitter terminals
of IGBT. The noise voltage of 2 kV with 100ns pulsed width applied across LCLC resonant
network at the output terminals. The magnitude of noise voltage (2 kV) got reduced to 0V
which is shown in Figure.6.11.
6.1.4.5 Experimental results
Noise generated at the load end leads to the failure of IGBT switch in the inverter circuit,
which is already been discussed in the previous sections.
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(a)

(b)
Figure.6.12: Common mode noise (a) Voltage between 1st terminal of primary of HVHF
transformer to ground (b) Voltage between 2nd terminal of primary of HVHF transformer to
the ground
The voltage due to common mode noise has been measured between first terminals of HVHF
transformer and ground, is presented in Figure.6.12. In Figure.6.12a, it is observed that there
is a sudden peak in voltage at 38ms. This peak is due to noise generated at load. The value of
peak varies short to short, since due to dynamic nature of load, the noise voltage peak and its
frequency vary. After inserting shielding the peak in voltage got reduced and comes in with
in the limit and it is shown in Figure.6.12b.
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(a)

(b)
Figure.6.13: Differential mode noise (a) Voltage across primary terminals of HVHF
transformer (b) Voltage across inverter output
It means voltage by inserting the value of coupling capacitance between primary and
secondary got reduced and more voltage drop took place across CC instead 1st terminals of
HVHF transformer and ground. The amplitude of differential noise voltage had been reduced
with the proposed LCLC resonant topology. Differential noise voltage measured across the
output terminals of inverter stage and across primary of HVHF transformer are shown in
Figure.6.13.
Noise voltage (circled portion in Figure.6.13a) has become zero with the proposed LCLC
resonant converter. It means the LCLC resonant converter acts as low pass filter and bypasses
high frequency (12 MHz) noise signal through resonant inductor (Lr2) and resonant capacitors
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(Cr1and Cr2). The noise voltage becomes negligible at the inverter output terminals, which is
shown in Figure.6.13b. Noise measurement confirms that the proposed LCLC resonant
converter and shielding successfully attenuates the noise signal.
6.2 Controlling Techniques
Controlling techniques plays an important role in the power supply design, wherein the
voltage across load capacitor is controlled. Recently pulsed power systems are using
controlled spark gaps, so called trigetrons. In this case sprak gap electrodes are charged to a
specified voltage with charging source and then supplied a controlled low voltage to break
down spark gap. So, a controlling mechanism is required to charge the load capacitor to a
specified voltage level. Otherwise spark gap continuously breaks down due to over voltage
across load capacitor. Feedback controlling techniques are adopted in CCPS to charge load
capacitor to various voltage levels. Pulsed power facility with feedback is shown in
Figure.6.14.

Figure.6.14: Block diagram of pulsed power facility with feedback control circuit
The most common feedback technique is voltage feedback, and it is implemented by resistive
divider connected across the load capacitor. The voltage across load is divided across the
resistive divider and the feedback voltage is obtained from the lower arm resistor of resistive
divider. This feedback voltage then applied to either isolation transformer (AD202 or AD210
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or AD215) or optocouplers to provide isolation. All these provides up to 5kV (maximum).
The isolation in optocouplers is depends on the pitch between the pins of optocouplers IC. In
addition there is a limitation on the output voltage provided across output terminals. The
proposed analog voltage feedback controlling technique can overcome above two difficulties.
The proposed feedback control technique is implemented with the use of photo diode and
LED, whose circuit is shown in Figure.6.15.

Figure.6.15: Internal circuit of feedback box is shown in Figure.6.10.
The design features of resistive divider is depends on the current flowing through photo
diode. The minimum current that required for the conduction of photo diode in the feedback
circuit is not less than 4mA from its datasheet. The average load current of the design is 1A.
The input parameters taken from chapter 5 and they are charging voltage 1kV, charging time
100ms, load capacitor is 100µF and load current is 1A. Required current to flow through the
feedback should be > 4mA. The maximum voltage across the feedback = Voltage across
100µF capacitor =1kV (max). The current flowing through the resistive divider = 9mA
(approx). The value of the resistive divider is
Rtotal = 1000 / (9*10-3)
Rtotal = 110kΩ
The chosen resistor values are R1= 100kΩ and R2=10kΩ current is 9mA threw these resistive
divider. To operate photo diode in ohmic region adjusted the resistor pot value lesser than the
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lower arm resistor of resistive divider, in this case the maximum amount of current will flow
through the resistor pot (Rf1 = 5kΩ is shown in Figure.6.15). The value of feedback capacitor
(Cf1 ) and feedback resistor (Rf2 ) are chosen such that it should by pass the high frequency
signal to ground when load capacitor discharges whole energy across the dynamic load.
6.2.1 Operation
Initially the resistor pot is adjusted such that its value should be less than the value of lower
arm resistance of resistive divider to make sure the maximum amount of current should
flow through the Rf1 . The current flowing through the photo diode via Rf1 is more than
4mA, this current makes conducting of photo diode. The conduction of diode makes the
LED to glow, at this point of time a small amount of voltage generated appears across
resistor (Rf2 .

Figure.6.16: Experimental setup of feedback (top view)
The magnitude of generated voltage is depends on the distance between the head position
of LED with photodiode. This voltage is compared with the reference voltage in the
comparator and generates the controlled error signal. The referecne voltage is continuously
compared with the ramp signal from the feed back circuit unless until the error of
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comparator becomes zero. The experimental set upt of the proposed feedback control is
shwon in Figure.6.16. The maximum voltage variation is obtained across the output
terminals of feedback circuit is the first advantage of this feedback control. The maximum
output voltage range enables to control the load voltage effectively for smaller charging
voltages. The second advantage is that the proposed feedback control provides a sufficient
and isolation between power circuits to control circuit compared to isolation amplifier and
optocouplers.

Voltage across load
capacitor (100uF) (V)

Scale X-axis 1unit = 20ms
Y-axis 1 unit = 100V

0
Time (s)

(a)

Voltage across load
capacitor (100uF) (V)

Scale X-axis 1unit = 20ms
Y-axis 1 unit = 100V

0

Time (s)

(b)
Figure.6.17: Voltage profile across load capacitor (100µF) (a) Simulation (b) Experimental
The load capaitor (100µF) have been charged to 1kV in step by step from 100V is shown in
Figure.6.17. Both simulation and experimental are shown in Figure.6.17a and 6.17b, there
is a difference in reference signal in case of simulation with that of experimental. This
difference because of practical considerations. In simulation the reference signal can be
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generated as we wish. But, when it comes to experimental this reference signal is generated
on the tip position of light emitting diode (LED) with photo diode. If the distance the vary
intensity of light changes at the same time the reference voltage is also changes.
The reference voltage has been setted in the comparator by controller for each voltage
(from 100V to 1kV). As soon as target voltage raches to its setted value controller
acknowledges the PWM controller, then PWM controller stops providing PWM signals to
IGBT switches in the inverter stage.
6.4.2 Observations
 Analog voltage feedback control circuit is implemented and tested by charging an
energy storage capacitor (100μF) to various voltages from 100V to 1kV.
 The proposed feedback circuit simulated and tested experimentally with the 4th
order LCLC resonant based CCPS.
 The proposed feedback will provide greater isolation between high voltage section
to low voltage controlling section as compared to isolation amplifierr and
optocouplers based feedback circuits.
 The range of output voltage provided by this feedback circuit is high, which enable
to control the lower voltages also.
Summary
Protection and controlling features of CCPS are discussed in this chapter, which are key
factors in power supply when they are interfaced with pulsed power systems operated with
highly dynamic loads like BWO, magnetron and klystrons. In addition discussed the various
EMI mitigation techniques like EMI filter, soft switching, snubbers and compensation
networks have been studied. Failure of IGBT switch in the inverter stage of CCPS due to
conducted (common and differential mode) noise has been reported. Protections schemes to
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overcome of failure of IGBT switches due to common mode noise and differential noise has
been demonstrated with insertion of shielding and with that of proposed 4th order LCLC
resonant converter. Shielding between primary and secondary of HVHF transformer will
enable us to keep coupling capacitor (CC) value as low as possible (≤ 10pF). The proposed
4th order LCLC resonant topology acts as low pass filter for differential mode noise.
Shielding and LCLC low pass filter scale down the noise voltage magnitude at a rate of 10dB and -75dB gain. Experimental and simulation results of conducted noise (Common
mode and differential mode) results are presented. Low pass LCLC filter makes the
differential noise voltage magnitude negligible, where as common mode noise voltage gain is
about -10dB for 10pF coupling capacitor at 10MHz noise frequency.
A photodiode and LED based control scheme has been demonstrated and tested with 1kV
and 500 J/s CCPS by charging load capacitor (100µF) to various voltages from 100V to
1kV. Simulation and experimental results are presented to verify. The proposed control
feedback provides greater isolation than isolation amplifier and optocouplers. In addition
the voltage range provided by this feedback circuit is high, which enable us to control
voltage across load capacitor precisely from its lower voltage to its rated voltage.
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Chapter-7
Conclusion and future scope

7.1 Conclusion
Noticed some of the pulsed power systems like Marx based system, linear induction
accelerator, inductive energy storage system, pulser and power modulator named few pulsed
generators. Pulsed power systems are usually represented with an energy storage element, so
called an energy storage capacitor. A suitable charging source is required to charge this
capacitor. Switched mode power supplies become popular for DC power applications over
conventional DC power supplies due to higher efficiencies, lesser in weight and compact.
Resonant converter based DC-DC converters using now a days for their superior advantages
like constant voltage, constant current and soft switching. Capacitor charging power supply is
also a kind of switched mode power supply utilizes resonant converters to derive advantage
like constant current, soft switching and inherent short circuit proof. Second order series LC
and parallel LC and third order LCLC-T and CLL resonant converters have been adopted for
the design of CCPS for pulsed power applications. But all these (2nd order and 3rd order)
CCPS are suffers with various disadvantages like enormously high peak currents, lack of DC
blocking, poor part load efficiency and not in condition to handle noise generated by highly
dynamic loads. In view of all these proposed a 4th order LCLC resonant converter based
CCPS for pulsed power applications. The proposed converter had overcome the
aforementioned disadvantages of 2nd and 3rd order resonant based CCPS in addition protect
the power supply from noise generated by highly dynamic loads effectively. Identified four
4th order resonant converters which are suitable and meets the pulsed power demands are
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presented and discussed in detail in the chapters. Conditions for load independent constant
current, ZCS, current gain, voltage gain and relationship between resonant components for
the chosen 4th order resonant converters are summarized and presented in a table. A prototype
with a rating 20 J/s capacitor charging power supply has been developed based on 4th order
resonant converter and tested with 100 µF capacitor to see the basic requirements like load
independent constant current and soft switching. Remaining three 4th order resonant
converters has been used in the development of CCPS for three different pulsed power
applications. A comparative study has been carried out to show the importance of proposed
4th order resonant converter as compared to 2nd and 3rd order resonant converter based CCPS.
A detailed mathematical and experimental analysis has been done in minimizing conducted
noise. Faraday shielding and proposed 4th order resonant converter had overcome the
conducted noise effectively. Bode plot has been drawn and explained how much reduction
can be achieved with faraday shielding. Shielding between primary and secondary of HVHF
transformer will enable us to keep coupling capacitor (CC) value as low as possible (≤ 10pF).
The proposed 4th order LCLC resonant topology acts as low pass filter for differential mode
noise. Shielding and LCLC low pass filter scale down the noise voltage magnitude at a rate
of -10dB and -75dB gain. Experimental and simulation results of conducted noise (Common
mode and differential mode) are presented. Low pass LCLC filter makes the differential noise
voltage magnitude negligible, where as common mode noise voltage gain is about -10dB for
10pF coupling capacitor at 10MHz noise frequency.
The overall motive of this research work is to design a reliable, efficient and compatible
resonant converter based fast CCPS for pulsed power application. Complications with the
usage of higher order resonant converter in the power stage have been overcome effectively.
The present research work enables the researchers work in higher order resonant converters
to make charging power supplies more reliable and efficient.
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The major contribution of this research work is in the design of fast CCPS for pulsed power
applications are
1. A 4th order resonant converter based CCPS has been designed and simulated for high
pulsed power and dynamic load applications. The proposed converter provides load
independent constant current and soft switching when operated at switching frequency
equal to resonant frequency.
2. To validate the simulation and mathematical model, a prototype CCPS rated at 200 V, 20
J/s has been developed and load independent constant current is demonstrated with soft
switching operation.
3. A high repetition rate CCPS of 4kV, 3.7kJ/s and 9 kHz is designed. High voltage high
frequency transformer's leakage inductance is used as one of the resonant inductor.
4. Developed a high charging rate (45 kJ/s) and repetitive (10 Hz) CCPS for 1kJ Marx based
system based on 4th order LCLC resonant converter and successfully interfaced.
5. The failure of controlled switches (IGBTs) in the inverter stage of CCPS due to conducted
noise are prevented by effective shielding and proposed LCLC resonant network.
6. With the proposed topology the cost and size of CCPS has reduced due to minimal number
of controlled switches, low peak currents and minimum conduction losses in the inverter
stage.
7. A photo diode-LED based voltage control circuit has been developed and tested
successfully. This control circuit provides more isolation as compared to other electronic
components like isolation amplifier and opto-couplers.
The academic contribution of the thesis is in bringing out a better understanding of high
voltage fast CCPS design aspects and noise mitigation with proposed 4th order LCLC
resonant converter and shielding. The data on application of 4th order LCLC resonant
converter as constant current source in the design and development of CCPS for pulsed
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power application, as well as the protection of fast (>40 kJ/s) CCPS against conducted noise
with repetitive pulsed power system operating with highly dynamic load has been published.
7.2 Future research
 Research still open for higher order resonant converters for CCPS applications
 Converter cum inverter based CCPS with four switching elements is still a barrier for
researchers.
 Battery based CCPS with 4th order even higher order resonant based CCPS are better
option for isolated charging source to overcome noise.
 Compact CCPS are possible by utilizing transformer parameters (leakage inductance
and distributed capacitance) are as resonant components.
Present work has contributed to a better understanding of noise related issues and their
handling with proposed 4th order LCLC resonant converter and shielding. The study carried
out in this thesis is useful in the development of a reliable, compatible and efficient fast
capacitor charging power supply for pulsed power application.
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Appendix
A.1 Series LC resonant network analysis
The total impedance Z

Z

j ωL

ω

.

.

.

(A.1)
Where
ZTOT = Total impedance of circuit seen by source
ZL= Equivalent impedance referred to primary side of high voltage high frequency
transformer
Z

8R
n π

Where VDC is DC input voltage, RL is the load resistance, n is the turns ratio, ZL is the AC
equivalent resistance at the primary side of high frequency transformer and.
The circuit has a resonant frequency when the imaginary part of ZTOT equal to zero and it is
given by

ω

.

.

.

(A.2)
The resonant frequency is independent of ZL and the current at this time of instant is given by

I

.

(A.3)
Where
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.

.

Vin – The RMS voltage of output of inverter
IL- Current through ZL
The characteristic impedance of the circuit is represented with Zn and is given by
Z

.

.

.

.

.

.

(A.4)
Quality factor of the circuit is represented with Q and is given by
Q

ω
ω

(A.5)
The magnitude of characteristic impedance (Zn) of the circuit is a function of frequency with
Q as parameter, keeping ZL constant. Zn is pure resistance when ωs= ωo, but inductance
impedance dominates when operated below resonant frequency (ωo) whereas capacitive
impedance dominates when operated above resonant frequency (ωo).
A.2 Parallel resonant network analysis
RMS value of square wave voltage of inverter = V

√
π

. . .

(A.6)
Where Vrms is the RMS voltage of square wave voltage at the input.
ω

. . .

0

(A.7)
ω

. . .

(A.8)
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Where
ωo = First resonant frequency of parallel circuit
ω1 = Resonant frequency at which zero current switching occurs
A.3 Third (3rd) LCL-T resonant network analysis
ω

Z

ω

ω
ω

ω
ω

ω

ω

ω

.

ω

.

.

(A.9)
On making imaginary part of

equal to zero, one can obtain number of resonant

frequency as well as soft switching. In this particular resonant converter there are three
resonant frequencies and they are
ω

0

ω

.

.

.

(A.10)
ω

.

.

(A.11)
Where
ωo = First resonant frequency of LCL-T resonant circuit
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.

ω1 = Resonant frequency at which zero current switching occurs
ω2 = The resonant frequency at which zero current switching does not occur occurs
A.4 Fourth (4th) order LCLC resonant network analysis
On applying voltage divider rule, then the voltage across X2 is given by

.

V

.

.

(A.12)
Then the current through load is expressed by

. . .

I
(A.13)

. . .

I
(A.14)
Where

X

ω
ω

,X

ωL , X

ω

and Z

π

Solving the above equation after substituting the values X1, X2, and X3 make the coefficient
of Z equal to zero, then the load current IL becomes independent of Z at ω =

.

y
(A.15)
By equating imaginary part of Z

at

is zero at ω
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.

.

.

1+x = xy
(A.16)
Where

x

L
L

y

C
C

Normalized frequency ω

ω

...

ω

(A.17)
Where
ωs= Switching frequency
ωo= Resonant frequency
Current gain = H

⁄

⁄

, voltage gain = M

Where
Vd= DC voltage applied to inverter
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